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INTRODUCTION
This report is the result of a survey of
Cape Cod Junior and Senior ^igh Schools to
ascertain the nature and extent of Educational
and Vocational guidance, anri to determine guid-
ance needs in those schools.
The term "Cape Cod" includes that portion of
land located in South-eastern Massachusetts which
lies south of the Cape Cod Canal and is known as
BarnabB-ble County.
Cape Cod includes approximately twenty-five
towns, but there are high schools in only
eleven towns as follows: Bourne, Sandwich,
Brewster, Provincetown, 7/ellfleet, Orleans, Cliat-
ham, Harwich, Yarmouth, Barnstable, and Falmouth.
Most of these are consolidated high schools in-
cluding pupils from several towns.
The necessity of adequate educational and
vocational guidance in t>^e nu"^''ic schools is now
quite universally admitted. The foi.lowing quota-
tion will indicate just v/hat adequate guidance
includes
,
"One of the ma.i'or purposes of the Junior and
Senior High Schools is to provide effective means
for the educational and vocational guidance of
youth. The program of studies vvhich has been
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suggested for the junior period of the reorganized
secondary school offers opportunity for pupils
to see what is ahead in the senior period. The
courses in English, social studies, general math-
ematics, general science, and introductory foreign
language give pupils a preview of academic study.
Try-out courses in practical arts allovi? pupils
to discover abilities and interests in the fields
of mechanical trades, agriculture, and home econom-
ics. The course in general business training
gives the puDil some knowledge of the content of
later corrrercial studies. All these courses have
value for guidance purposes in that they give the
pupil information on the basis of which he can make
more intelligent educational and vocational choices.
In addition, the study of occupations gives him
some insight into the nature of various types of
occupations and the preparation required for par-
ticipation in these activities.
It is not enough, however, to furnish occupa-
tional try-outs (or their scholastic equivalents)
and a knowledge of the occupations themselves.
The individual pupil needs vs/ise counsel that is
based upon an understanding of his capacities and
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interests. Each home-room teacher should be made
to feel his responsibility for guiding the indiv-
iduals in his room. To this end, the teacher must
have for each pupil psychological data, school
accomplishment data, and such additional inform-
ation as will enable him to study the individuals
in his home-roorn. Punils should select their
studies lr» consu"' tptlon 'vlt^^ t^eir hor^ie-rooTn teach-
er's. In f'^is 'vqv, * "> 1 - r>,o^ iderf^d c"'^oioes of
studies may be avoided and the number of misfits
reduced to a minimum. The progreim of studies
must be flexible enough so that pupils v/ho complete
the ninth grade may elect any curriculum in the
senior high school.
In order to understand the special problems
which the Cape Cod schools encounter, and just .vhat
the guidance work will include and be expected
to accomplish, it is necessary to have as a back-
ground a knowledge of the population and the in-
dustries or occupations on Cape God.
The large .Portugese and mixed Indian pop-
ulation creqte g •'rn ior" nro'^lem for the schools
•2t-Harvard Graduate School of Education "Education
In Twelve Cape Tov/ns" A study for the Cape Cod
Cnarabcr of Comrr:erce Cambridge 1926 Pages 86-87
1
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to core vitl^, ''^PCJ^nse ^''^'^ '^^^m. th**?© "oeoTDle
"usia^lly co^re "^rorr ron-Eng'' ish sr'=qkin2 hon^s, ire
often retarded chilaren, and usually leave school
as soon as the law permits.
There is also an attendance problem because
many of the Cape children are kept out of school
during special seasons of the year for planting
and harvesting, especially in the fall for the
harvesting of the cranberry crop.
The more important industries or occupations
on the Cape are as follov/s: Sumner Tourists
and Summer Resident Trade, Cranberries, Straw-
berries, Fisheries, Asparagus, Poultry, Boat Build-
ing, and nalrying. There nre no manufacturing
industrl s c^^e ^"^^ c"'o??''nrr f'^e "'^(•ifh Car "'orks
on Cape Cod Can^l, except boat building by/ the
Crosby Boat Building Corporation. One duck farm
located at Marstons Mills, the Cape Cod Canal,
Coast Guard Stations, 732 miles of mosquito con-
trol project, town offices, and similar lines of
occupation are available for a few of the Cape
Cod residents.
The historical method, the personal interview
method and the personal investigation method of
collecting data were used to obtain the informa-
(//
w'
1
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tion ^or t>i s rp-por>t.
r
A SUR"7SY OF THE LIT-t^RATUES B]iA:-.ING OF T-iS PR.^hL£.M
There is a considerable amount of literature
concerned with the various phases of guidance, but
there is very little dealing with guidance in
Cape Cod schools.
For a general background, the following were
found to be most useful.
1. Koos & Kefauver, '*Gui dance In Secondary
Schools." The MacHillan Comiiany New York 1932.
2. Ferriss, Emery Nelsonj "Guiding Hural Boys
And Girls." McGraw-Hill Inc., New 'York 1930
3. Perriss, Smery Nelson, "Secondary iiducation
In Country And Village." D. AT^rileton 8c Co.j
New York 19 87
4. The Vocational Guidance Magazine
The three above books deal with rural schools
in general, and set ud criteria by which rural
schools may be judged.
The Vocational Guidance Magazine has many
articles dealing with guidance in small school
systems, which give the reader an idea of what is
actually being done in rural districts, and what
would be done if ideal conditions were possible.
All the literature dealing specifically v/ith
guidance in Cape Cod schools may be found in the
study made by the Harvard Graduate School of
Education for the Gape Cod Chamber of Commerce
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entitled "Education In Tv/elve Cape Towns", and
the annual tov/n reports of the various towns
which in some instances have direct or indirect
references to guidance v/ork being done in the
schools
.
The Harvard re-Dort is the best single ref-
erence having about five pages devoted to
guidance in the Cape secondary schools, but
even this report is too old to be of real im-
portance as it wjs made in 1925.
(
CHAPTER ONJi
THE POPULATION OF CAPE COD
The following table shov.s the population of
Barnstable County as of each official census from
1765 to 1930.
TABI£ I.
^OnTLATIOIT 0? CA'^E COD: C::::SUS "niAP.S, 1765-1930.
Years &
Census
X U «J L4.-LcS.
^ion or
as
with
[JX C V X U u.fi3
census
Years &
Census
^ U U.J.CI—
tion
T M 1^ PP <5
+ or
- as
V^^iiiUCLX O LL
with
\Jj. C V J. U U.O
cens us
1765 Prov. 12,127 1870 U.S. 32, 774 -1,836
1776 n 15,546 •f3,419 1875State32,144 - 630
1790 U.S. 17,354 •fl,808 1880 U.S. 31,897 - 247
1800 n 19,295 fl,9a9 1885 Sta. 29,845 -2,052
1810 n 22,211 +2,918 1890 U.S. 28,172 - 673
1820 It 24,026 1895 Sta. 27,654 -1,518
1830 It 28,514 •^4,488 19 jO U.S. 27,826 + 172
1840 IT 32,548 +4,034 1905 Sta. 26,831 - 995
1850 If 35,276 +2,728 1910 U.S. 27,542 i 711
1855 State 35,442 * 166 1915 Sta, 28,818 41,276
1860 U.S. 35,990 + 548 1920 U.S. 26,670 -2,148
1865 State 34,610 -1,380 1930 31,569* +4,899*
U.S. United States Census
Prov. Provincial Census
Sta. or State State Census
*EaJicL-McImlly Atlas Page 221 62iTD. Edition 1931
c(
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EARLY PROVINCIAL CENSUS
As Table I indicates, the first record of the
population of Barnstable County was a provincial
census taken in 1765 which shov/ed a population of
12,127. Eleven years later, 1776, a second pro-
vincial census w- s taken which showed an increase
in population of 3,419.
Beginning with 1790 the federal government
has taken a census every ten years. These figures
show that the population of Cape Cod increased
steadily until 1860 when the maximum (55,990) was
reached. From 1860 to 1895 the population de-
^.reased unti] only 27,654 persons were living on
the Cape. The 1900 census showed slight gain
to 27,826, but the 1905 state census showed that
the population had decreased to 26,831. The
1910 United States Census and the 1915 state
census showed slight increases, but the 1920 United
States Census shov/ed a decrease to 26,670 which is
the lowest figure since 1820. The 1930 Census shov;ed
an increase of 4,899 over the 1920 census.
To assum.e that the Cape made no progress prior
to the 1930 census because there had been no increase
in population v/ould be a fallacy. Nearly evory census
has been, (January 1 for most, April 1 for some).
it
16.
taken in the winter when many of the people are
away working in the textile mills in such cities
8 8 Fall ^f-ver and New Bedford. Furthermore,
the summer-time population of Cape Cod is several
times as great as t^e winter popul«5tion because
of the many thousands who flock there as summer
residents.
COLOR, RACE, NATIVITY, AND SEX.
During the pest twenty years the com.position
of the permanent population has not shown any
m-arked change. Using the total population as a
"base, there has been an increase in the proportion
of native whites from Q2% to 82.7/?^, a decrease in
the proportion of foreign-born whites from 13.7^
to 13.6^, a decrease in Negroes from 3.3^ to
2,Q%, and a decrease in Indians from 1% to ,9^.
Reference to the table on the following page
will clearly indicate these f<5cts. In all
classes there was a decrease for the period
from 1910 to 1920, except for native whites of
foreign parentage, and native whites of mixed
parentage. The increase in these tv\f0 classes
was relatively small and unimportant.
c/
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TABLE 2. POKJLATIOIT 19 EO & 1910 BY COLOH OR
RACE, :iATI7ITY, AJD SEX. -k-
Per Cent
Classificetion 1920 1910 Increase +
or De-
crease
during
the decade.
Total Population 26, 670 27,542 -3.2
Males 13,118 13, 564 -3.3
Females 15,552 13,978 -3.0
White 25,701 26,367 -2.5
I 'ales 12,596 12,915 -2,5
Females 13,105 13,452 -2.6
IJative -Vhite 22,661 22,596 -2,4
Native Parentage 16,122 17,693 -8.9
Foreign Parent a£:e 3,761 2,973 t26.5
Lixed Parentage 2 , 178 1,932 fl2.7
Foreign-torn white 3,640 3,769 -3.4
Negro 740 89 7 -17,5
Llales 411 507 -18.9
Females 329 390 -15.6
Indian, Chinese,
Japanese, snd all others 229 278 -17.6
^f- From figures supplied by the Cape Cod Cham-
ber of Commerce.
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TAEIS #3 SCHO -L AT?.^:TDAjJCE—Barnstable County
1920-1910-"-
Census years and age grouT)s
Total
# in
grou"n
::o
.
in
School
Percent
in
School
1920
Under 7 years 3,223 —
7-13 years inclusive 3, 341 3, 182 95. 2
14 and 15 years 851 712 83. 7
16 and 17 years 773 414 53, 6
18-20 years inclusive 1,053 247 P.3.5
1910
6-9 years inclusive 1,797 1,614 8'. .8
10-14 years inclusive 2,236 2,127 95.1
15-17 years inclusive 1,270 739 58.2
K- Figures supplied by Gape Cod Chamber of Commerce
The above table shove the actual number of
pupils in attendance, and also the percent of
children in attendance in 1920 and 1910. The
fi£-ures i^r 1930 are not available. The above
data are not easily comT)arable because of the
different age grou'oings for 19 20 and 1910, yet
there are certain interesting things to note.
The table shows that a very high TDercent of chil-
dren of school age are attending school. Tor
r
19
examT)le , 95.2 -oercent of the total numotr of
children in the a^e ^rouD 7 to 13 jears, inclusive,
V7ere attendiiig school in 1923, while 92.7 percent
of the total niunber in the a^e groxir) 6 to 14 years,
inclusive, were attending school in 19lJ.
TA2^^ 4 ILLIT::HACY--EA?.:JSTAS"J: county 19 20 & 1910 ^
19 23 1913
Classification
Total
-1 u •
No. Ill
1 T* o i~ t^-
i
—
—
t
- '0
J. -L X »
Total
U •
'Jo .
TIT
Tf
/.O
TilXXX.
Total,
Ten years &up 22013 1,008 4.6 22856 1104 4.8
Iistive White 17740 yy . 4 locilo lev • 7
"Foreign Vfhite 3571 w c o7bo <i2,
1
OOOU r> c Q7by O T /Icl, o
UegTO 526 ±4'J c o. b c c <i lo o o 17 a
All others 176
- —
— — - . D one -_ — — . O
l!ales 21 years
and over 6,433 515 6.1 8,863 506 5.7
Native "Thite 6,550 32 .5 6,743 50 .7
foreign '.Thite 1,577 405 25.7 1,760 373 21.2
ITegro 239 75 31.4 .376 83 30.1
All Others 67 1.5 84
7emales 21 years
and over 8,99 6 461 5.1 -1 -1 -1
IJative v;hite 7,014 28 .4 -1 -1 -1
Foreign vrnite 1,757 569 21.0 -1 -1 -1
Negro 167 64 38.3 -1 -1 -1
All Others 58 -1 -1 -1
* From figures supplied by Cape Cod Chamber of Com.-
merce
.
ci
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ILLITERACY- -BARNSTABLE COUIITY
Table four on the previous Dege will helri
to indicate not only v;hat the Cape Cod schools
have accomplished or have failed to accomplish,
but also the problem which fsces them in dealing
with children from illiterate homes, and in over-
coming all illiteracy. It will be noted that
while there are more females than males, the per-
cent of illiteracy was greater among the males in
1920, Also, the percent of illiteracy for native
whites is not more thsn one-half of one "nercent,
while the T5ercent oi illiteracy for foreign-born
whites is 22,1 percent,
IBCRii^ASE IiT ILLITEIUCY 191J-1920
In the Deriod from 1910-1920 there was a de-
crease in illiteracy in the native white poiDulation,
in the total poriulation, and in the Negro population.
On the other hand, there v;as a slight increase in
illiteracy in the foreign-born white population,
and in the "All Other" classification which includes
Indian, Japanese, a.rA Chinese peor)les. Most of the
foreign-born whites are Portuguese, while r.ost of
those included in the all other classification are
Indians.
r
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TAEIE 5 ?0?ULA?TCIT 0? TO^S 0? BAF/TSTABLE COUNTY
AT EACH C:i;irSUS SINGS 189 3*
County & towns 1930 1920 1910 1900 1890
Barnstable
County 31,569 26670 27542 27826 29172
Barnstable 4836 4676 4364 4023
3ourne- 2530 2474 1657 1442
Brewster 688 631 829 1003
1 7'X'7L 1 C> I Xi? Oft
Dennis 1556 1919 2333 2899
Eastham 430 518 532 602
Falmout l1 3500 3144 3500 2567
Har'vvich 1846 2115 2334 2734
Lias hpee 242 270 303 298
Orleans 1312 1077 1123 1219
Provincetown 4246 4369 4247 4642
Sandwich 1458 1688 1448 1819
Truro 554 655 767 919
7;e 11 fleet 826 1022 98 c, 1291
Yarmouth 1229 1420 1682 1760
Ji-Flgures supDlied by Gape God Chamber of Coinmerce
Table five shows the r)opulation for the county
and for each town as of the Census of 1890, 1930,
1910, 1920, and the County Census for 1930. In
general, there has been a decrease from 1890 to
1920 both in the poT)ulation of the County as a v;hole,
and in the r)OT)ulation of the individual towns, but
with an increase for the period from 1920 to 1930,
This last decade ST)urt has been largely due to the
large number of Toeople who were formerly visitors
or summer residents only, but who now m5:ke the Cape
their year-- round home.
€
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TABIiE 6 Maximum And Minimiam Population of
Barnstable County Aiid Of The Several
Towns During The Period 1765 to 1920.-^
County Maximum I'lnimum
And Towns Por)ulation ?OT)ulat ion
Year wumoer Year umo er
Barnstable Uounty X f D -J
Barnstable 1 Q AO±0 DJ D ) x^y ± f oO O T Oft
Bou'i^ne 1 on K ti f O f d -1, C " P ± , O DO
Brewster 1850 1,525 1910 631
Chatham 1850 2,710 1765 676
Dennis 1860 3,662 1800 1,408
Sastham 1776 1,899 1920 430
Falmouth 1900 3,500 1765 1,063
Harwich 1865 3,540 1765 1,681
liashpee 1870 348 1776 82
Orleans 1840 1,974 1920 1,012
Provincetown 1890 4,642 1765 205
Sandwich 1855 4,49 6 1765 1,376
Truro 1850 2,051 19 20 554
Wellfleet 1850 2,411 1920 826
Yarmouth 1860 2,752 19 30 1, 229
^c-Pigures supplied by Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce
Table six indicates the year when
Barnstable County had the largest T)OT)ulation and
the year when it had the smallest population, as
well as the yeais of maximnm and minimum poioulation
for the fifteen towns which together constitute
Barnstable County. It is interesting^ to note that
eleven of these towns reached their maximum popula-
tion on or before 1865, and that all exoevt one
reached their por)ulation peak on or before 1900.
From 1900 to 19 20 there is a period oi decline with
five towns reaching the lowest point since the
recording of any official census.
ft
CHAPTKR TWO
THE INDUSTRIFS OF BARNSTABLF COUNTY
A study of the ind-ustrles of Barnstable Co-unty
will indicate what lines of occupation the people
engage in, and also whit types of vocational guidance
the Cape Cod Secondary Schools should offer to help
the greatest number of pupils.
During the nineteenth century, fishing was the
predominant industry on the Cape. This, however,
gradually waned and during the early part of the
twentieth century agriculture became the most important
occupation of the people. This condition prevailed until
1920, or shortly thereafter, when Cape Cod's growing
fame as a summ.er resort made catering to these summer
residents and summer tourists the occupation which
employed the greatest number of people and brought the
largest amount of revenue to the Cape yearly. This
situation remains unaltered down to the present time.
Manufacturing on Gape Cod never attained any great
prominence, although many predicted that it would when
the Cpae Cod Canal was built. The only large manufac-
turing plant on the Cape is the Keith Car V/orks which
was built shortly after the opening of the Canal and is
located in Sagamore, Town of Bourne. This plant has not
been operated for six years.
The following pages include a detail of all the more
important occupations taken in the order of their im-
portance.
cc
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SUMMER TOURIST AND SIT-'FER RESIDENT TRADE
Business done in connection with suinirer tourists
and summer residents is by far the largest industry
on Cape Cod. This business employs m.ore people ^nd
brings more revenue to the Cape than any other industry
such Ts agriculture, fishing, or manufscturing.-Ji-
This summer trade includes roadside stands, over-night
camps and hotels, summ^er cottages and cam.ps, retail
store outlets, beaches and amusements, and many other
activities which cater directly to the sumrt-er tourist
and summer resident trade. Every town in Barnstable
County has many summer residents and tourists, but
those towns on the South Shore including Falmouth,
Hyannis, Harvich, Yarmouth, Chatham, and Province-
town at the tip of the Cape, have the most.
There are no official figures for any of the
business in connection with the summer trade except
one com.pilntion made by the Cape Cod Chamber of Com-
m.erce which deals with hotels only, and which is pre-
sented in the table on the folloviring page. T' is
table lists the more important hotels, gives their
location, the length of tim^e which they stay open,
the number of rooms, and their daily rates.
^ From a statement issued by the Cape Cod Chamber
of Commerce November 1932
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Table 7. PRIIJCIPAL HOTELS OiJ CAPE COD
f Compiled "by Cape Cod Chymber of Commerce)
(Arranged geograr)hically—North to South)
Kame and location of Hotel Season Fiunber
of
Rooms
Daily
Rate
Bourne
Hotel Norcross
Bradford Arms
Sagamore Lodge
Sagamore Inn
Magnolia Hotel
Falmouth
Handy 's TaYern
Elm Arch Inn
Falmouth House
The Cottage Inn
Falmouth Arms
Quisett Harbor House
Column Terrace Inn
Megansett
The Megansett House
Cedar Lak:e Inn
Falmouth Heights
Terrace Gables
The Gladstone Inn
Vineyard Sound House
Oak Crest Hotel
The Grafton
Tov/er House
Woods Hole
The Breakwater
l^orth Falmouth
Silver Beach
East Falmouth
The Antlers
West Falmouth
The Inn
Rest A While
J 25-S 15.
J 26-S 10.
M 27-S 15.
All Year
All Year
If ti
It If
It «
J 10-0 1.
J 14-S 14<
All Year
M 30-S 15.
M 30-Oct.l
M 28-S 15.
All Year
J 15-S 13.
J 1— S 15.
J.l-Oct 1.
J 29-S 10.
J 15-S 15.
Jl.l-L.D.
All Year
J 15-Oct 1.
M 31-S 15.
100
28
22
12
12
14
12
25
20
125
65
13
20
11
150
14
80
65
10
70
37
40
13
8
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00 up
|6 Up'
|4 UT)
$6 Ut)
f4 Up
$4 Up
|6
-1'
-2*
|3.50
Figures supplied by Cape God Chamber of Commerce
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Table 7. PrinciDal Hotels on Cape Cod (Cont)
Name and location of Hotel Season Nuinbe
of
Rooms
Daily-
Rates
Sandwich
Daniel Wetoster Inn
South Sandwich
Lakewood Camps
Mashpee
Hotel Attaqnin
Barnstable
Barnstable Inn
Hyannis
The Ferguson
Hyannis Inn
Aberdeen Hotel
Lewis Bay Lodge
Eagleston Inn
Hyannisport
The Milan House
The Gables
The Swiss Cottages
Craigville
Chiquaquett Inn
Centerville
Opechee Inn
Carap Opechee
Wequa quet Lake Inn
Osterville
East Bay Lodge
Crosby House
West Bay Inn
Cotuit
Cotuit Inn
The Pines
Santuit House
Yarmouthport
Yarmouth Tavern
Sear's Arms
All Year
All Year
All Year
All Year
All Year
All Year
JL 1-S 15.
M 27-Oct 1.
Ap 1-N 1.
M 20-S 25.
J 21-S 22.
M 26-0 1.
25-S 15.
All Year
M 30-S 15.
JL 1-L.D.
May-Oct
.
All Year
J 15-S 15.
M 27-S 20,
M 28-0 10.
J 20-L.D.
All Year
JL 1-S 10.
18
14
14
21
45
36
48
35
10
27
30
50
80
12
6
18
65
25
65
27
70
60
15
8
#3.50Up
3.00
4.00
4.50
-1*
5.00
5.00
4.00
-r
-2*
-2*
-2*
-2'
-1*
6.00
4.00
6.00UP
Iff
-2*
6.00
5.00
4.90
4.00
6.00

Table 7. Principal Hotels On Cape Cod (Cont)
Name and Location of Hotel Season Nvunber Daily
of Rates
Rooms
West Yarmouth
Hotel Englewood M E7-S 30.
\
42
West Dennis
Slmhurst Inn June-Oct. 12
Dennise
The V/illows
\Thittemore House
Nobscussett Hotel
J 1-Oct. 1.
All Year
J 25-S 10.
i 15
8
100
East Dennis
The Red Tavern
Sears Inn
Green Gable Inn
Ap 19-0 12.
Ail Year
JL 4-S 15.
3
7
6
V/est Harwich
The Belmont J 16-S 12. 125
Harv'ichport
Kemah Lodge
The Melrose
Snow Inn
All Year
All Year
All Year
25
14
60
Harwich
New Winslow All Year 14
Brevtfster
Consodine House
The Californian
All Year
All Year
10
7
ITorth Brewster
Breeze Hill Inn J l-ll 1.
Chatham
Chatham Bars Inn
Matt aquason
Hawes House
Dill Cottages
Hawthorne Inn
The V.'ayside Inn
Chestnut Inn
The Hammond House
June-Oct.
J E4-L.D.
J 15-S 3D.
JL 1-0 1.
M 30-0 1,
All Year
All Year
June-Sept.
16S
109
32
32
30
EO
16
9
$5 Up
§4.50
$3.50
-2*
-2*
$7.00
-2*
-E*
#7-|>15
$5|3.50
^5.-§
|3. 50
^4.00
|4.00
1)3.00
$10.01
5.3i
3.01
3.01
5.0(
5.0
4.01
4.0<
€t
20^ ( cont )
W-umber Daily
Name and Location of Hotel Season Rooms Hates
South Chatham
Cockle Cove Inn JL 1-S 15. 30 $3.00
North Chatham
Old Harbor Inn J 15-S 15. 20 §4.00
Orleans
Nauset Inn
Southward Inn
All Year
All Year
12
18
-1*
#5.00
Wellfleet
Cheques sett Inn
Mona Bina Inn
Curran Hotel
J ^^4-S 15.
M 30-1) 1.
All Year
60
16
20
S6.00
|;5.50
-1*
South s/ell fleet
Indian Neck Inn May-Oct. 11 |3.00
North Truro
Highland House
Whitman House
J 10-S 15.
J 15-S 10.
80
32
$5.00
§3.00
Provincetown
Atlantic House
New C^tral House
The Gifford House
Monument House
Pilgrim House
Red Inn
A 1-Oct 12.
M l-N 1.
M 27-e 1.
All Year
J 15-3 15.
M 30-0 15.
28
42
50
14
40
$4.00
-1*
|5.00
$4.00
$4.00
^i{;10.00
-1'^ EuroToean Plan -2**" Rates on Application
J— June, JL— July, S— September, A or Ap. --April,
lvi--lvlay, or Oct . --October , N—November, 1>--December.
Rates listed ere lowest available and extend upward.
The above table is by no means complete, but it
tends to indicate the extent of the aommer hotel trade
on CaT)e Cod. It must be borne in mind that all the
hotels accommodate but a fraction of the people that
make CaT)e Cod their summer residence, and that most
of them rent or own summer cottages or estates.
Table 9A on page 35 indicates that these hotels employ
a total of 438 persons, of which 208 are men and 230
are women.
c
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AGRICULTURE ON CAPE COD
Agriculture has increased rapidly on Cape
Cod since 1900. Not so many years ago, people
thought of Cape Cod as a sandy barren waste,
unsuited for agriculture. This is not so. Cape
Cod soil is very fertile. There is sufficient rain-
fall. The climate is mild and even, with late frosts
never occurring, and with heavy frosts only in Mid-
Winter, Furthermore, Cape Cod is located within
sixty miles of a large consuming market, not to mention
the extensive market right at the region of production
during f'^e Summer months. Again, Cape Cod soil is
free from rocks which harass most New England soil.
To clear Gape Cod soil it is hut necessary to pull up
the stunted pine trees which seldom grov/ to a height
of more than twelve or fifteen feet. These advantages
have enabled agriculture to expand until at present
it is the second largest industry on the Cape.
CRANBERRIES ON CAPE COD
The grovi/ing of Cranberries is the largest agri-
cultural pursuit on the Cape. In the year 1931 there
were 4,531 acres under Cranberry cultivation which
resulted in a yield of 85,000 barrels. These were
marketed by the New England Cranberry Sales Company,
a very successful co-ODerative selling organization.
Prom figures issued by Ca^e Cod Agricultural Exten-
sion service through Mr. Bertram. Tomlinson.
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for ten dollars a barrel, making the total value
of the croT) for that year about $850,000.
VAinC CP STRAV/SSREY CHOP 1951—Barnstable County*
In 1931 there were about 500 acres of land
used for the production of Strawberries, This
resulted in aoproxir:ately 50,000 crates which v;ere
markEted at an average of ^2.50 ver crate, which
resulted in a total crot) value of $125,000,
ASPARAGUS A:ID OTHJH AGEICULTUrlAL ?E:^rUCTS*
The third most important agricultural croio
is Aso'rap/us, there being about 200 acres under
cultivation in 1931. This sold at such widely
varying prices and through so many different channels
that figures indicating the total -production and
value of the croT) were not collected. Other agri-
cultural products are relatively unimoortant and are
not listed on this loage, but may be found in Table 8
later in this chapter.
POTJLTr.Y ATTD CATTLE 1951 *
1931 found approxirii&tely 43,000 hens in Barnstable
County which were valued at aT^ioroximately $50,000
exclusive of land and buildings the value of which
is not known. There were 2,172 cattle valued at
$189,583. Horses and Swine are next in imDorta :ce. **
*From figures issued by Cape Cod A^-ri cultural Exten-
sion Service ti.rough Bertram Tomlinson.
**See Table 8
4
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TABLE 8--3TATISTICS Or AGEICU1TUEE--CAPI: COD 19 20
Classification lyumber
All Parms
Number of Parms 675
All farms, classified by size:
Under 3 Acres 18
3 to 9 Acres 126
10 to 19 Acres 113
20 to 49 Acres 215
50 to 99 Acres 116
100 to 174 Acres 51
175 to 259 Acres 18
260 to 499 Acres 12
500 to 999 Acres 4
1,000 Acres and. over 2
Land and Farm Area
Land Area of Caioe (Acres) 261,760
Land in Tarms (Acres) 4 7,679
Per cent of land area in farms 18.2
Value of farm r)roT)erty
All farm property §5,545,538
Average Values;
All "nroTjerty per farm 8,S16
Land alone -oer acre 53.94
Domestic Animals
Value of all animals $303,778
Horses 77,111
Mules 1,775
Cattle 189,583
Sheep 1,605
Goats 105
Swine 33,599
Poultry and Bees
Poultry (Total Value) 77,781
Bees (Total Value) 819
Value of CroT)s
Cereals 28,809
Other grains 1,794
Hay and Pora^-e 123,998
Vegetables 19 5,320
Fruits 600,516
"^Figures sup-olied by the Director of the Census
of Washington D.C. Through Cape Cod Chamber of Com.
f(
c
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Table 8—STATISTICS 0'^ AaHICULTUKS—Cape Cod 1920
Classification Uumber
Selected CroT)s
Corn (Acres) 373
Oats " 14
Wheat 9
Rye 79
Buclwheat " 1
Beans " S4
Peas " 1
Hay and Forage (Acres) 3,062
Potatoes '* 282
Fruits
Total Acres 2,199
Strawberries 62
P.asberries 15
Blackberries & Dewberries 2
Cranberries 2,112
Currants 8
Orchard fruits:
Total trees 28,555
Apples 18,473
?eaches 6^772
Pears 2,070
"^luins and Prunes . 8 60
Orapes 1,165
'Figures supplied by the Director of the Census of
V/ashington D.C. through Caoe God Chamber of Commerce
c
THii: fisei:;g iiidusthy o:: CA^ii: god 1952
3'ishing has always contributed directly or
indirectly to the livelihood of the great majority
of T)eoT)le living on Csi-ne Cod. During the greater
•Dart of the nineteenth century it was the most im-
oortant industry, and even today it is by no r,eans
unimportant at the following table will indicate.
TABLiI 9, I.TAPI:J^ & SHOES FIS:
Based on fip-ures for 1932
C/x?K COD
ilo
.
Classification Men
!Io.
Boats
Amount or
Value
Pinny ?ish--
CaT)ital invested |108,860.00
Product as reported
Amount 12,146,579 Lb.
Value 1153,116^00
lien li^mnloyed 168
Wo. Large Boats 75
Shellfisheries
—
lien Sm-oloyed 686
IIo. Large Boats 262
Capital invested 1248,500.00
Clam:
Value of Product $20,000.00
Ca-oital invent ed 2,000.00
Quahaug:
Value of Product $150,000.00
Ca-oital invested 45,000.00
ScalloT>:
Value 01 Product ^'1 60, 000. 00
Capital invested 51,000.00
Razor Clams:
Value of Product $25,000.03
Ca^cital invested 500,00
Oysters
:
Value of Product $131,370.00
Ca-.-it&l invested 150,000.00
Total Value of Prod. §486,000.00
Table 9.--;'"rom figures su-nr)lied by E.W.Brirnes of the
Division of Fisheries and Game of the Comm.on-
wealth of Massachusetts.
t
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TABLE 9. The Pishing Industry on Ceioe Cod 1932 (Cont)*
Based on figures for 1932
ClapvSification
u «
i:en
ITo.
Boats
Amouiit or
Value
Total of all Fish-
eries :
Capital invested
Value of outT:^ut
I'en eni^lo^/ed
No. la^ge Boats
854
337
|35d, 760.00
639,016.00
Families regularly
deT)endent on shore
fisheries 3,950
Total number of
neo'ole deriendent
UT)on fisheries 12,000
^Figures supplied by Sernest Vf. Barnes, I'arine Biologist
and Statistician of the Division of Fisheries & Game
of the ComiQonwef.lth of Massachusetts
The facts listed in the table above are for ^
coEijuercial fisheries only, as it ie quite impossible
to collect data concernir.g all those persons who may
occas-ionally fish for home consumption. It is known
that 3,950 families or about 12,000 persons fish along
the shore for family use.
The potential V' lue of the clam area alone has
been conservatively estimated at 3250,000.00 in com-
parison with $20,000 estimated outT)ut. All other
shellfish industries could be expanded at nearly a
similar ratio.
The principal centers for the fishing industry
on Ca^e Cod are at Provincetown, Sandwich, Harwich,
Chatham, Truro, and Barnstable.
C
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TABLE 9A. INDUSTRIES AND PERSONS EMPLOYED FOR
BARNSTABLE COUNTY 1930 *
TTVTnn<^TRY NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED
MALE FEMALE
All Industries 9,989 2,464
Agriculture 1,177 25
Fishing 808
Mining 3
Building Industry 1,860 13
Chemical And Allied 44 29
Clothing 19 43
Pood And Allied 58 12
Auto Repair Shops 69
Iron And Steel 128 4
Shoe And Leather 3
Printing 28 12
Paper, Cotton, Woolen,
And Textile 8 6
Electrical Machinery 11 4
Other Manufacturing Indu3try253 71
Street Construction 171 1
Garage 229 15
Railroads 132
Telegraph & Telephone 85 99
Transportation & postal
Service 507 61
Banking 68 42
Insurance & Real Estate 134 29
Automobile Agencies 127 10
Wholesale And Retail Tradel,155 277
Other Trade 153 19
Public Service 595 40
Recreation & Amusement 104 32
Professional Service 430 475
Hotels And Restaurants 207 231
Laundries 57 78
Domestic & Personal Service 547 798
Occupations Not Specified 819 38
United States Department Of Commerce, Bureau Of The
Census. 15th. Census Population Bulletin, 2nd.
Series for Massachusetts, Table for Barnstable
County Page 34,
t•
Page 36
The largest industries as shovm by Table 9A
are building industry, agriculture, wholesale and
retail trade, and fishing, which employ 1,860,
1,177, 1,155, and 808 persons respectively. A
majority of the industries in Table 9A do the most
of their business in the summer months, and many of
them operate only in the summer mont>-i3, so that when
summarized by the Cape ^od Chamber of Commerce they
are included under employment and industry incidental
to summer tourist and summer resident trade, When
viewed in this manner, this summer trade is the
biggest industry with agriculture and fishing next
in importance.
4>
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MANUFACTURING ON CAPE COD
As mentioned before, raamafacturing nevrr has
been ifliportant in Barnstable Co-unty and, in fact,
is absolutely non-sxistent in a majority of the
towns.
IMITATION OR ARTIFICIAL PEA'vLS
On or about 1920 a new industry sprang up in
Hyannis. This was the manufacture of imitation or
artificial pearls from the scales of a native fish,
the alev/ife (herring). This industry was est<^blished
at the Pr-iscilla Labcatory in Hyannis, and gained
som.e prominence.
BOAT BUILDING INDUSTRY
There is one boat building plant known as the
Crosby B03 t Company located in Oysterville. This is
probably the largest single manufacturing plant on
the Cape at the present time, and business is so poor
that very few men are employed.
Other manufacturing plants such as salt making or
fish drying plants which employ only a few m.en, and
only at v/ide intervals, are not important enough to
^
mention separately. They will be found listed in
Table 9A on Page .35 and included in the totals of
Table 10 on Page 38.
(]
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TABLE 10. STATISTICS OP MAmJPACTUKi.S— CA?:^ COD,*
By Towns (192O figures, revised)
Towns No. of Ca-nital Wages Value of
Estab- Invested Paid Product
. 11 sh-
ment s
Barnstable
County
5S
36
4 423,099
§365,044
541,712
102,057^
1,599,393
470 , 230
Barnstable 7 67,939 35, 767 150,0^6
Bourne 3 4,658,955 439,655 1,129,163
Dennis 4 13,352 1,805 26,313
Falmouth 6 62,505 12,376 57,241
Harwich 3 86,094 14,631 85,670
Provincetown 9 65,354 17,682 91,299
Other Towns 7 68,900 19,796 59,671
^Estimated figures for 1930. The first row of figures
for Zeith Car Works in Sagamore (now closed)
The total number of T)ersons now estimated to be
emT)loyed in manufacturing on Cape Cod in both part-
tinie and full time jobs is 116.
The grout) labeled as ''Other Towns" includes
Chatham, Orleans, Sandwich, Truro, Wellfleet, and
Yarmouth, a.lso Brewster, East ham, and Mashpee.
TK^ CAP^ COD I.:OSQUITO COITTROL PROJECT
The CaT^e Cod LCosquito Control Project is a
tremendous task undertaken (without state aid) solely
by the r)eople of Cape Cod ^to rid that territory of
Mosq.uitoes.
* Figures for Table 10 were suxj-niied by the Lass.
Department of labor and Industries, statistical
division, through the Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce.
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MQS.x,UITQ CQtJTKOL ( CONTINUIlD) v-
^206,000 was raised for this purpose. Up to
the present time over 732 miles of ditches have been
dug for the purpose of draining the land. The great-
er portion of this work is being done in connection
with salt water rather than fresh. Oil is being used
wherever it is found necessary. Of the amount raised,
$188,000 has already been spent.
This project has employed several hundred men
since its origination, but it cannot be considered as
a regular industry because as it nears completion it
will employ only a very few men.
GUIDANCE NEEDED
As it is obvious that the greater part of the
secondary school graduat<is on Cape Cod v/ill enter one
of the three major industries, namely, catering to
summer tourists and residents, agriculture, or fishing,
it v^ould seem that it is the duty of the schools to
provide information and guidance in these fields to all
students, and guidance and information in minor occu-
pations and higher education to those who request it,
or would benefit by it.
The following chapters v/ill give the facts as to
what the Cape schools actually are doing in the way of
guidance, both educational and vocational,
* Prom figures supplied by, and given at the request of,
the Cape Cod Chamber of Com-^erce.
(
CHAPTER THREE
THE MINIMIjM ESSENTIALS OF AN /DEQUATE GUIDANCE
PROGRAM FOR CAPE COD SCHOOLS
In this chapter an endeavor will be made to determine
jast what constitutes an adequate guidance program for
the Cape Cod secondary schools. The criteria immediately
following is for all secondary schools,, but may well be
adapted to the needs of small rural schools such as
most Cape schools are.
1
A PROGRAM OF GUIDANCE FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS
I. Basic principles-
1. ""he term "Guidance" is 'Jsed in this thesis in its
brosdest interpretation, incladintr educo tiona 1
,
social, and vocational aims.
2. The term "Secondary Schools" includes the years
of the junior and senior high schools,, viz., the
seventh through the twelfth grades.
3. Guidance is t^e peculiar function of t-"e junior
high school, offering the pupil an opportunity to
explore his interests, aptitudes, and abilities,
and guiding him systematically in the wise choice
of
.
studies and in making s^^ch decisions regarding
his fut^xre training or occupation as have to be
made from tirie to time.
4. In a program of" guidance there are three general
n;roups of pupils whose needs must be considered:
a. Pupils wi^o leove school before f^e completion
of the secondary-school period.
"'" As set forth by the National Vocational Guidance
Association.
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Td. Pupils who will not continue their schooling
"beyond the senior high school,
c. Pupils who are looking forward to entering col-
lege or some other type of higher institution
of learning.
II The objectives of a Program of Guidance--
1. Educational and vocational guidance.
a. To give the pupil information regarding the
educational opportunities immediately and
remotely before him to t^e end th^t his ambi-
tion may be ^^roused fin^ f^nt c irriculum and
subject choices may be made wisely.
b. To give the pupil information regarding voca-
tional fields in general nnd the occupational
outlook of his locality in order that he
may have a broader vision of the world's work
and that he may give more serious thought to
his own choice of a vocation.
c. To give each pupil an opportunity to explore
his interests, aptitudes, anr^ abilities,
especially in the junior high-school or cor-
responding years.
d. To direct pupils who must leave school early
into such ^tuiv, such continuation or "oppor-
tunity" classop as «='ny consi'^erable group of
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pupils may need to fit them for entrance upon
occupational life.
To make all possible use of the pupil's ten-
tative or permanent choice of a vocation in
motivating his work in every subject.
To create among the pupils an atmosphere of p
purposeful activity.
Social and Moral guidance:
To work out in the organization of the school
a definite plan of instruction, involving
all subjects taught, so that right habits
of work, of conduct, and of living will be
f orrried.
To give the pupil through organized activities
an opportunity to participate in the adminis-
tration of these activities to the end that
he may learn to form ri-2:ht judgments and to
follow these judgments by right action.
To aid the pupil while under discipline for
some wrong act to think through the right
solution of his own problem and to follow
that right thinking by right acting.
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Methods of Guidance
—
1. Preparatory activities:
a. Series of teachers' meetings to study the
subject of ecuidance and to secure s;^rmpa-
thetic cooperation.
b. Special addresses to entire school or classes
at the beginning of the school year,
c. Vocational guidance week, "Gro to School," or
"Find Yourself" campaigns,
d. Coordination of all parts of the local school
system with respect to guidance,
2, Informational activitiies:
a. Study of educational opportunities,
1! . A study of educational opportunities
both immediate and remote as incidental
to oral and written composition,
al . For pupils in the seventh and eighth
grades, a study of the offerings of
the high school or other local insti-
tutions
.
b' . For pupils in the high school, a
study of the colleges and other
higher institutions.
2*. Group visits of pupils to the high school
or to nearby colleges and educational
m
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institutions,
3'
, Publishing of school bulletins and papers
setting forth the value of an education
and the opportuhlties for study -^nd train'
ing.
Study of the occupational opportunities.
1»
. A study of general occupational fields,
a' . As incidental to all subjects in
their application to vocations,
and particularly in the teaching
of science and the practical arts;
b' . As incidental to oral nnd written
composition;
c' , As a class in systematic study; or
d' . As an integral part of the reor-
ganized "social studies".
2'
.
Group visits to local industrial and
business institutions.
T>^e lihrnrv ^should be the l?^boratory for all
guidance activities. Special shelves should
contain books bearing upon all phases of the
problem. A guidance conference room is often
found in connection with the school library.
f
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Social and moral activities.
a. Club activities organized alonf^ the line
of educational, recreational, or vocational
interests
.
b. Assembly progrnms of varying forms planned
by the pupils and c^^rried out unier o^uiiance
c. Pupil participation in the organization and
administration of extra- curriculum activities,
d. Cases of discipline often lend an opportunity
for guiding pupils in right thinking, right
social attitudes, and right action.
e. The entire organization and administration
of the school should definitely aim at the
formation of right habits of work and conduct.
Exploratory activities:
a. All educational experience has its bearing
upon the interests and abilities of pupils
and should be considered as a factor in
guidance.
b. In the junior hiQ;Tn cscbool t'ne "general" or
"survey" courses hove exceptional value in
broadening the vision of the pupil as to
possible life interests.
c( 1-
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c. Also in the junior high school -lefinite
"try-out" courses are often used to prove
the ability or the disability of pupils to
pursue certain lines of study with success.
d. Part-time or summer emplo^fment has a distinct
value in discovering aptitudes and abilities.
Gounselline;--
a. Group conferences should be "^^eld each semester
b. Each pupil should receive personf^l counsel as
follows:
1' • At the beginning of each semester for ad-
justment .
2'. Before the close of each semester for cur-
riculum guidance.
3'
. Special conferences with regard to failure
discipline, or .vhenever it may seem
desirable.
4'
. When planning to leave school for any
reason.
c. Opportunity for conferences for adjustment or
advice should be q;iven to those -ho have left
school
,
d. Counsellors should hold conferences with parent
when possible regarding educational adjustments
r
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e. Counsellors should at"^erapt to aid the pupil
to make the decisions which in the school
organization have to be made from time to
time, and to postpone the definite choice of
a fixed life-work as long as may be consistent
with thorough vocational preparation.
f, Aids to counselling should include the
fol"' owing:
1'
, Complete cumul'^tive records--^cholarship,
sociological, psychological, health,
school activities.
2', The use of intelligence tests, achievement
tests, and prognostic tests v/hen given and
interpreted b competent individuals.
3'
, Special reports from teachers giving in-
formation helpful in guidance.
Placement
—
a. Pupils leaving school or or before graduation
should be assisted in selecting and entering
the type of institution which provides the
best opportunity for continued training; or,
if f^ey must enter emnloyment, the opportunity
to do the kind of work for -v^ich t>«ev '^re best
f
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fitted and which holds out for them the best
future outlook,
b. Opportunity should always be given to those who
have left school to return for replacement,
adjustment of difficulties, or for personal
advice.
IV Essential Organization for Guidance
—
1. An administrative head •
a. Functions,
1'
. To assume reaponisbility for the effec-
tive operation of the program.
2'
. To lead the teachers who are to act as
counsellors,
3'
. To secure the cooperation of all teachers
carrying out the spirit of the program,
b. Responsibility,
1', the smaller schools the principal
will necessarily assume the administrative
leadership,
2'
, As schools increase in enrollment the prin
cipal will delegate s Drae or nil of these
functions to others as the organization of
the school mav permit,
a' , To a vice-principal;
c0>
b* • To a "dean" of boys or girls;
c' , To a committee;
d' • To a teacher ns a part-time duty; or
e' . To full-time director or directors.
Faculty cooperation.
a. Counsellors, according to the size and organ-
ization of the school.
1' , Teachers chosen for peculiar fitness or
training to act as advisors;
2'
. Heads of departments or curriculum di-
rectors ;
3', Home-room teachers; coun'^ ell or s ; or
4'
• Group advisors for special divisions of
pupils
.
b. Teachers of special "try-out" or "survey" subjects
1'
. To give the pupils an opportunity to
explore interest, aptitudes, and • abilities
2'
, To make a special study of pupils in such
subjects v/ith respect to habits of ^vork,
interests, abilities or disabilities.
3'
, To make special reports on such observations
c. Teachers of all subjects,
1'
. To make application of the subject
taught to the life-career motive.
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2'. To make use of the pupils' assumed or
chosen ambition to motivate the school
work of the pupil.
3' • To make special reports affording infor-
mation helpful in the guidance of pupils,
4' • To meet the needs of pupils through more
homogeneous grouping, directing study, or
some form of individual teaching.
Essential forns and records.
a. Cumulative scholarship record, seventh through
twelfth grades.
t». Cumulative personal record, seventh through
t-.velfth grades.
1', Records of social f^ctivities, character-
istics, habits, etc,
2'
, Records of all tests; intelligence, achieve
ment, prognostic.
c. Health and physical record
d. Blanks for special reports from teachers re-
garding interests, aptitudes, abilities, or
disabilities.
e. Personal conference data and records,
f. Placement and adjustment records.
r
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AN ORGANIZIlD PnOGRM OF GUIDANCE
In organizing a guidance program, the following
five steps should be included even in "a small rural
i
school.
1. To what extent has the school undertaken to study
the Individual differences and needs of its pupils?
2. ""o '.v^qt- extent are oh;'ective exar"inations used
in the rrf^!iQ^,j-p^^f>-nt qc''"ie^''e^rrt
?
3. To w- at e:itent has progress been "^.ade in the
adjustment of tne cuiricalum lo the needs of pupils?
4. To wnat extent has proj^ress been made in curriculum
revi sion?
5. To what extent has the school developed an organized
program?
i SPi:.GIAL PROGRAM FQh RURAL SCHOOLS
The criteria considered thus far have been dealing
with secondary schools in general. The program given
below has been prepared especially for secondary schools
2
located in rural comrnuniti*s.
1. Guidance information through publications, such
as special bulletins, student's handbook, p;uidance
numbers sb'^ool '~'s)g«=i7^. '^e , ^-.-pi r^ted "ec>di>-g list on
guidance, guidance magazine, etc.,
1. Allen, r.ichard i^. "A Guidance program That An.; High
School Principal May Undertake" The Vocational Guidance
Magazine Published at the Bureau of Vocational Guidance
Graduate School of t-ducation Harvard University Cambridge
February 1933 Page 199.
2. Koos L. V. & Jtefauver G. N. "Guidance In Secondary
Schools" The MacMillan Co. New York 1932 Page 611-619.
Boston University
School of Educatian
Library
r <
<
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II. Information through the organization of the oiferirg.
A flexible program of studies, two or more curricula,
curricula leading to occupations, part-tin-e cooperative
curricula,
III. Information through the content and experience
within the o'^*''=-"1 rg. Course or^ ocou^at ions
,
exploratory •
exrerifTCf' s In gf»r'e"^-qi oou'^'ses P'to"*^ ^s ger.f^rql nithematics
general social science, >;eneral science, and general
language. Regular courses as exploratory courses in the
first year. Special exploratory courses such as practical
arts, home economics, and business training,
IV. Information through other agencies. Visitation and
observation, talks on courses and occupations at;d on
extra-curricula activities by school officials and busines
men. Participation in extra-curricula activities. Inter-
views and conferences. Use of library. Visual presentati
through pictures, slides, films, etc..
V. Measurem.ent Educational plans, vocation al plans,
self-rating by students, likes and dislikes, hone factoBS,
attitudes, grouri qrri 1rd5vidua1 intelligence tests,
aptit"3rie tests, -pn^'^trcs o*" n/o rs r- n t q-^'^ t'l^a'^ts, achieve-
irent tests, and physical exar^inat ions
.
VI. Guidance for the individual. The interviews, case
method, and an adequate cumulative permanent record.
ri
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VII. Counseling. Individual differences. Principal
ar.d teachers as counselors in small school, a com-
prenensive program.
Small schools rust, begin where thej are and add
by spif^^t^^ff ^ro"^ t^p n^ost 1 ^r-po'^t qnt pigments not yet
included in their lists o-^ qotlvltlps,
OBJ'^-^TIVLS OF GJIDi.NCi:. Qr^ THE CAlh
iiducational, social, and vocational guidance and
the adjustment of youth should be the aims of every
guidance program in the Cape ^od secondary schools.
CRITKhIA TO 3L CONSIDERED '^^EN SURVEYING CAPE SCHOOLS
1. Provision for individual differences.
2. Curriculum offering.
a. At least two curricula.
b. Flexibility.
c. Adjusted to needs of pupils.
d. Revision.
e. Courses included.
3. Provision "^or vocational g']1dRi^ce.
4. Provision "^or ^ducationql giidance,
5. rrovislon for civic and ciiaracter guidance.
6. Opportunity classes and exploration classes.
7. Extra-curricula activities and participation
therein.
8. Guidance mindedness on p*-irt of school.
9. Cooperation within faculty.
IQ. Cooperation between school and outside agencies,
a. Parents. b. Various clubs
e
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11. Part-tiri.e and summer employment.
12. Group conferences on guidance.
13. Individual conferences on guidance.
14. Objective testing.
a. At le^st irtell igerce q^f^ nc^ieveTnent tests.
If^ . Accu"»'-site co-^i^lete cufnulntive rec^'r'is.
a, Scholarsr.iD
,
sociolo^i^ical
,
nsychologicd
,
health,
school activities, characteristics, habits,
placement
.
16. Placement service and follow up.
a. Educational.
b. Vocational.
17. Organized plan of guidance,
a. V.'ith responsible official.
18. Is there a school or town library with available
educational and vocational material to assist in
the guidance of youth?
15. Visitations by school or class to industries, etc..
20. TalVs bT '"'usiness ^ren, school o'^^^icials, or
rerre sp'^t of^ VP s of oo''1e^:res,
21. Visual aid.
22. Is thei'e a health program,
a. School nurse or doctor. L»entist. Periodic
check-ups. Course on hygiene.
23. As stated before, small schools must begin where
they are and add by selecting from the most im-
portant elements not yet included in their list
of activities. Is this school?
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This means that vi^hile a school may not at present
have a perfected guidance program, it must have a
growing program, the ultimate objective of which will
be the inclusion of all the essentials of a good
guidance program as outlined on pages 53 and .^4.
r<
CHAPTJiit FOUR
GUIDA-7CE IN GROUP A. CAPo COD SCHOOLS
DIVISION 0¥ SCHOOLS FOR CON-TKDIILiTCE
The secondary schools of eleven different towns
are bein^- considered in this reT)ort, and because the
nature and extent of the guidance work varies from
one system to another, it has been found convenient
and exnedient to divide the schools into three
^rou-DS, known as A Grout), B Groux), and C Groun,
Group A will include those schools having no
guidance program, but some independent educational
guidance through the thought fulness of the principal
or some teacher.
GrouT) B will include those schools where there
is no guidance "nrogram as such but where some educa-
tional and vocational guidance is done through the
commercial de-nartment, maiaual training, home econo-
mics, shoT), 4 H Club, etc., and in assisting children
to select courses or olans of study for the coming
year or years.
Grout) C will include those schools having
definite and v.-ell planned guidance t)rograms, both
educational and vocational.
TOWNS IN GROUP A
Under this system of classification which is
based UT5on the data collected, Grout) A will include
the torns of Sandwich, Orleans, Chatham, VVell^jfleet,
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and Provincetofwn,
TOWl^S IN GROUP B.
GrouT) B will include such towns as Brewster,
Yarmouth, Harwich, and Bourne.
TQV^NS IN GROUP C.
Group C will include the towns of Barnstable
and Falmouth, both of which have outstanding and
modern secondary schools with well developed guid-
ance programs.
GSiTO.AL OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING ALL CAPE SCHOOLS
There has been a (definite increase of about
sixty r>ercent in high school enrollment from 1905-
to 1925 while for this same Toeriod the T>OToulation
of the Ca^e remained about the same.* Notwith-
standing this increase of sixty T)ercent, there are
less than one-half of the pu ils of high school afe
in high school at the present time. This would ob-
viously indicate thet the Car>e Cod High Schools are
not attractive or interesting enough to keer) the
T)UT>ils in school, or that the schools are failing to
meet the needs and requirements of the majority of
the r^oT)ulation. On Ca"oe Cod, as elsewhere, it has
been extremely difficult to get away from the cut-
and-dried classical or collere preparatory type of
high school, and this in sr»ite of the fact that less
than ten percent of the graduates go to college.**
*Page 51 Harvard EeDort "Education In Twelve Ca-oe Towns"
**Ibid. ?age 54

GUIDANCE IN SAND";iCH SECONDARY SCHOOLS
The Town of Sandwich has in recent years
provided a fine new three story brick building
to house its school system. This building was
constructed along lines suggested by Dr. Jesse
B. Davis of Boston University, and is modern and
convenient in every detail commensurate with the
sunount of money available for the purpose. It is
undeniably one of the best school buildings on the
Cape
.
This school building contains the entire
twelve grades with a total enrollment of 261.
The system, is still essentially the old 8-4 plan.
The high school has five teachers including the
principal, and an enrollment of 62.
This particular high school represents one of
the irost backward situations on the Cape. It has
a modern building, but its guidance program is
quite retarded. As far as can be ascertained,
there is no commercial department and no commer-
cial subjects offered. There is no shop v/ork of
any kind, not even manual training, neither are
there any home economic courses for the pupils.
The Sandwich High School is strictly a liberal
arts college preparatory institution, and this in
spite of the work of some educators there to bring
about a change.
*
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THE WORK OF TIIE PRINCIPAL, lH. C> G. P-IIRSONS
Before going further into the work being done
at the Sandwich High School, it must be stated that
only the most favorable reports c&n be found con-
cerning the principal of this building. He is
striving earnestly to change existent conditions.
He is guidance m.inded, and is personally devoting
much time to such educational and vocational guid-
ance as he Can adiainister with the handicaps which
surround him. Undoubtedly, great changes will take
place within a few years both in curricula offerings
and in guidance work, because of his untiring ef-
forts.
YOCATIOKAL GUID;,T:CS IN SAITO'VICH
There is little or no vocational guidance in
Sandwich. There are no manufacturing industries
there, and the people follow the three most common
lines of endeavor, nari.ely, caterint:- to sumraer trade,
agriculture, and fishing. The agricultural extension
service does some vocational training in farming,
but nothing is done in the high school itself. This
condition is deplorable when we consider the amount
of good a commercial department could do in making
pupils better fiti-ed to ri n a retail business or in
other ways to cater to the summer trade; or when we
consider the value of irianual training and other shop
ft
r
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work for most of the boys who will have to be Jack-
of-all-trades in connection with their farming or
other activities. The same is true of home econ-
omics and all courses with a vocational aspect.
SBUCATIONAL aUiDA;CE IN SA^vDWia^ S^C JD.^EY SCHOOLS *
Some educational guidance does exist in this
school system, and all due to the efforts of the
Princit>al, Hr. Persons. There is very little that
can be done in the way of heltiing pupils to select
their high school course, as only the college rirep-
aratory course is available. Mr. Persons is however,
able to do some work with those students who are near-
ing graduation, and who are interested in higher ed-
ucation. This is done largely through nerponal con-
ference where he tells them of the different schools
of higher education, and advises them where to go;
keeping always in mind such things as their interest,
mental ability, and financial standing. Such con-
stitutes all the guidance which the Sandwich youth is
exposed to.
The above information is based upon facts as
found upon investigation in the Town of Sandwich. It
is hcoed that this and all other information given
in this report will be viewed not as unjust criticism,
but as facts unon which to compare school systems with
the hope of improving those in a less favorable position
*From information obtained from Mr. ^^awyer, teacher
8t the Sandwich High School . Building.
f
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TO^^ OF Oy.l^.Y.S—SgCONDiJiY SCHOOL SYSTm'i
In the Town of Orleans the high school building
situation is a grave one. For several years past
the Superintendent, C. H. Pratt, has repeatedly called
attention to the inadequate buildings and equipment,
but thus far without success. The building commis-
sioner has repeatedly condemned certain portions of
the building and has called for repairs, some of
which were made in 1951. No amou- 1 of alterations or
repairs can make this building worthy of the Town of
Orleans. The present building is a two-story wooden
structure built many years ago. Its hill top loca-
tion is very desirable.
FIRST JT^'IOR EIGH SYSTEIu ON Ci'-Pl!:
Orleens is to be commended upon its progressive-
ness in sor.e respects. It was the first high school
on the Cape to experiment v/ith the 6-3-3 or Junior'
High School plan. * At first, this reorganization was
manifested by the rerrouping of grades, the intro-
duction of departmentalized instruction, and with
some progress in the direction of student activities.
Later on, the educational offerings were revised and
expanded, newer types of teaching were introduced,
and a specific morale was developed.
r:od33<k sd'jcational trends
The Town of Orleans has long since come to real-
ize the value of courses other than college prepar-
*Harvard Report "Education In Twelve ^ape Towns^
Cambridge 1926 Page 81
f1
atory in nature. There are courses well develooed
in the fields of domestic science and home economics.
Not only are these courses available to the pupils,
but there is a Tjractical adaptation of some features
of the course in connection with the lunch room
which is operated by the girls of the domestic
science cooking class for th^mutual benefit of all
the students.
SHOP WORg IN i^RLIilMS SCHOOLS
Shop work is also available for boys in the
Junior High School, although this consists very
largely of manual training only at the present time.
ATrlLj^TICS, SCHOOL PAPEH, A,JD DRAivIATICS
Orleans High School has basketball and baseball
teams which have been T)rominent since 1925. There s
is also a school magazine which offers some train-
ing in ^journalism and salesmanship for a limited
few. Dramatics have been successfully introduced,
and form an important v&rt of the activities.
THS COiaERCIAL lEPARTLIENT
The Town of Orleans, as most Cape towns, is
primarily employed in catering to summer trade,
farming, and fishing. These occupations in them-
selves, would not necessitate a very elaborate
system of vocational guida-ice, yet they do reqiuire
some. The cormnercial de-nartment is offering in an
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indirect way vocational guidance, aiid more directly
is giving information which will benefit the pupils
entering any one of the occapations mentioned, for
accounts should be kept in any successful business,
^ut of the 1931 class, two were directly placed
through the efforts of the commercial de-nartment.
The remaining seven obtained local emnloyment be-
cause of their commercial training, and the rest are
at home,
YQCATI'J^JAL ?RAI':I::G III S^ilCOITDAl^.Y SCHOOLS
Other than the vocational training received
as a part of the courses offered in the commercial
deT)artment , the boys shop, the domestic science and
home economics classes, there is no vocational guid-
ance in the Orleans secondary schools.
EDUCATIONAL GUIDA::C2 IIT OHLEAIIS SCHOOLS
There is some educational guidance through the
Junior and Senior High School period. This mani-
fests itself primarily in assisting the puToil to
select courses in which he is interested, is q.ual-
ified for, and is likely to be successful. This
work is done by either an interested te.cher or the
princi-oal, but is usually in connection with problem
children or children who request the assistance in
filling out their T)rogram. The remaining guidance
comes usually during the senior yeer when the pupils
fI
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come to the principal and request information
concerning schools of higher education. In many
cases it is found that students have already been
told by their parents where they will attend
school. This choice is usually made because the
parent attended that particular school, and not
because it is f^.e best school to which to send the
child. Vost principals find it ^ost difficult to
overcome these decisions made by parents even. when
it is very desirable to send the pupil to another
school because of her interests or abilities.
THE CHATHAl/i SCriOOL SYSTEM- -SECONDARY
The Town of Chatham has a reasonably modern
high school building which was erected only a few
years ago, but which is already crowded beyond its
capacity. There are 135 pupils and six teachers in
the Junior and Senior High Schools. Conditions
are so bad that it is necessary to hold three class-
es at the same time in the town hall, and definite
plans are now under way to have the school run on
the double session nlan w'^iereby half of the pupils
will a-^tend T^ornings, and half will gttend in the
afternoon. This rlan is both inconvenient and ex-
pensive in many ways but it is the only solution
unless another building is erected immediately.
The possibility of a Union High School in connection
with other towns has also been discussed.
t
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The Chatham School System (Secondary) is really
ahout half-way between the 6-3-3 T)lan and the 6-2-4
Dlan. The det)artmentalized system is used throug-h-
out
.
FOI.IS aCO!TO!:iCS AN J SOLL^STIC SCi:aNCE *
The Chatham Secondary Schools have no courses
in home economics, neither are there any courses in
domestic science, but some domestic science train-
ing is provided for the girls in the senior class in
the high school through the ooeration of a lunch
counter for the use of the entire school. This
lunch counter has -nroved very r)rofitable having
made ^,797,84 during the year 1931. This money is
turned beck to the school to hel'o defray operating
expenses.
SH^'^ 'MCjBK fop. £0Y3 *
Ut) until two years sgo there was absolutely
no shoT) work of any kind. During the last two years
manual training has been introduced and is given by
a state men who visits once a wee!^. There is no
other shoTo work.
COlljSPCIAL I3E"^AI.T::::^T *
Chatham High School has a commercial dep- rtment
which offers courses in bookkeeping, tyDewriting, and
shorthand.
*From infomat ion given by Miss Eldridge, Teacher at
Chatham High School.
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VOCATIONAL GUISAIXS IxY CHATEAJ: SCHOOLS
Chatham is one "tovn which aiopears to have
drifted backward in the matter of guidance for its
youth. until a few years ago there was a com-
mercial geo£^ra-nhy course offered which was primarily
a vocational guidance course, and in which was
r)resented end discussed various chases of the lead-
ing vocations. This course has iio'"' h^en discontin-
ued. The chief occuT)ation of the r)eor)le of Chatham
is in connection with the summer trade. There is
also fishing and farming, but little or no manufactur
ing. Here, as in Orleans, the commercial der>artment
is of its 077n accord taking some interest in the
•olacenent of commercial rrr-rduates. One teacher
whom I interviewed stated, "^.'lost commercial girls
are mlaced locally, the boys are ^ust loafers'.'.
There is no other vocational guidance.
EDU-ATio:iAL rH'iDA::cE in ot:athai.: sc-h-qols
There is very little educational* guidance in
Chatham Schools. There are but two courses of study
in the high school and the usual method is to let
the 'parent and child decide unon the course of study
to be followed before the child enters the High
School. He may select either the commercial or the
college course, 'That other guidance takes ^lace is
the usual req^uest type during the senior year by
those who are -oianning for higher education.
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'VELLFLEET SECONDARY SCHOOL SYS'JEM
The conditions existent at the Wellfleet
High School are not duplicated at any other
secondary school system on the Cape. The build-
ing is an unattractive wooden structure which
appears to be old and sadly in need of paint.
Just inside the main entrance there is a coat room
or small hall with the coats and wraps of the pupils
hanging upon the walls, and in the corner there is
a large hand pump which apparently furnishes the
water supply for the building. The heafcing appar-
atus for the building appears to be one or more
large depot stoves conveniently located. The toilet
facilities for both boys and the girls are of the
old-fashioned type loc sted in small buildings
back of the high school building itself. Such
conditions most surely indicate the need of a new
liigh school b-ailding, and this is being ardently
sought after by school officials.
NATURE OF OTHER EQUIPIENT 0^ '^TCLLFLEET SCHOOLS
To give this vie;/ alone of the '"^ellfleet
schools would be decidedly unfair. In most respects
other than those mentioned above this school is
well equipped. 'Vith a pupil enrollment of only 33
for the year 1932-33, this school maintains courses
ri
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in liberal arts and commercial subjects, and also
fosters plays, a school band, athletics such as
basketball, baseball, and track, and a literary so-
ciety meeting every Friday with required attendance
for every pupil.
PI:R PlTPn. COST—COiaHRCIAL AllT; SCIENClj: DSPARTIv^EKTS
The per pupil cost at this high school is of
necessity very high due to the smsll number of pupils
and the large number of teachers. There are five
teachers for the 53 pupils,*
The commercial department here is claimed to
be well equipped and doing very good work for the
small nujnber it serves. Occassional placements are
made locally of the better students v/ith this train-
ing.
The science department is doing particularly
good work, '•t is equipped with a modern science
laboratory which, while not elaborate, is just as
useful as those installed in our most expensive
high schools.
vocatiqin'al studies
There is no shop work for the boys, but there
are home economics classes for the girls.
Information received from Principal John Gotschall
of 'Yellfleet High School
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ORuANIZATION OF '"ELLFLEST SECOl^^DARY SCHOOLS
The Wellfleet School System is most nearly-
like the 6-2-4 plan. The seventh and eighth grades
are in the same building with the high school and
are given a chance to see what high school work and
life is like so that the change from the eighth to
the ninth grade will not be so great. All six
grades combine for such activities as music and
athletics.
VOCATIONS Mil) GUIDAI^CE AT WELLFLEET
Wellflet t is without manufacturing industry.
It contents itself with catering to sumne r visitors,
fishing and fanning. As in most all Cape towns,
there is so'^e vocational work in connection with the
4H-Club, but the secondary schools are doing abso-
lutely nothing in this direction.
EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE IN THE TOm <jF Yt^LLFLEx.T
There is no definitely planned educational guid-
ance in the '/Vellfleet secondary schools. When the
students graduate from the eighth grade they all take
a similar course of study through the ninth grade and
then branch off into commercial studies or combine
both commercial and academ-ic work. There is no guid-
ance here, or in connection with higher education upon
graduating from high school, except upon request
to the principal.
%I
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PHYSICAL EQUIPMENr--»PROVINCETOWN SECONDARY SCHOOL
Provincetown has a fine new secondary school
building which was first opened in 1932. This
huilding has nine classrooms, a gymnasium
with showers, a sewing room, a manual training
shop, a cafeteria, a large auditorium, on the
second floor, and a v;ell equipped science labo-
ratory.
0RnANIZATI0N--TEACFE?.S--^UPIL3
The Provincetown schools qi^e organized on
the 6-6 plan. Both the junior and senior high
schools ore inc!luded in the new building. There
are 357 puDils and 16 teachers. The teachers at
the high school do not seeem to be as well equipped
to teach as might be expected. For example, out of
the sixteen teachers, one attended some normal school
for a period of less than two years and has no
certificate or degree, another attended Bryant &
Stratton which has no recognized standing as a
teacher training institution; eight of the teachers
have had only a two year normal school course, and
only five of the teachers have even a Bachelor's
Degree of any kind. *
-^f- ^rom Provincetown Town Repoi^t for 1931
%
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VOCATIONAL COURSES OFFERED *
The Provincetown six year high school offers
such courses in the commercial department as book-
keeping, typewriting, and shorthand. There is a
shop for boys which ho? manual training or wook-
working only. Incidentally there are five fresh-
man girls enrolled in these classes also, '''here
are also home economics or household arts courses
in cooking and sewing. One-half of all expenses
for household arts are paid by the state if the
courses are vocational in nature. In this school
their vocational value is not stressed, but the
state pays one-half just the same. The lunch room
has a seating capacity for ninety pupils. This
lunch room offers practical work and experience for some
of the girls in the household arts cooking course,
OCCUPATIONS AND GUIDANCE IN PROVINCETOVjN^i-
The people of Provincetown are engaged prima-
rily with their sumrrier resilient trade, fishing,
and agriculture. There i?? no vocational guidance
of any kind except that wh^ch is incidental to the
courses of a vocational nature listed above. If interested
•{{•From information given by Mr. Gilgal, Principal of
the Provincetown High School.
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In what becomes of the majority of the pupils
after leaving school, being dismissed from, school,
or graduating from school, we have but to peruse
the following state^rent issued by the principal
of the Provincetown High School to the f^uthor.
"Very few of the pupils go on to higher
education or have any desire to go on. A few get
positions locally in connection with summer
tourists, anc? the rest are lust bums and loafers.'*
It seems that smoking and street corner loafing
with an occasional fishing trip are far more
coveted than a regular position. Another inter-
viewed person made the following statement. "The
primary objective of the Cape schools is to train
the natives to be brtter able to "rob" the summier
residents,
"
KDUCATIOKAL OUTDANCE IN pROVINCKTOA' N
Educational guidance in the junior and senior
high school of Provincetown is indeed m.eagre,
and would be practically non-existent if it were
not for the principal who maintains files filled
with college magazines to assist those who ask for
advice concerning higher education. There is no
educational guidance other than this.

CHAPTER FIVE
GUIDANCE IM GROUP B. SECONDARY SCHOOLS
In the preceding chapter we dealt v/ith those
schools which had little or no vocational or edu-
cational guidance to offer to their pupils. In this
chapter. Group B secondary schools will be
discussed. These schools are really about half
way between no guidance and a well defined guid-
ance program. In every case the school has at
least one course which is essentially a guidance
course,
TO^'TS INCL^JD?JD IN GROUP
Based upon the knowledge gathered through inter
views and visits, the follovtfing towns have been
included under Group B, Brewster, Yarmouth,
Harwich, and Bourne.
THE TO".N OF BREV/STER SECONDARY SCHOOLS
The Town of Brewster has a fairly modern
high school building which is a two story wooden
structure well lighted and with ample fire escapes
which permit the entire student body of 135 students
to leave the building in 35 seconds. This one build
ing houses the entire school system from the
first through the twelfth grade. It has a fine
location well off the main road with a spacious
athletic field and attr^ictive grounds.
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orga::i2ai?ion of erewsteh schools
The Brewster school system is organized on
the 6-3-3 Tolan, There is departmentalized in-
struction through-out the Junior and Senior High
School. The Senior High School has twenty pupils,
the Junior and Senior Hirh School together have
sixty-six Tou-oils, and the entire school system
has 165 pupils.
RAT'ITG OF- BRSV/STS? SCHOOLS *
In ST)ite of the fact that Brewster has very
good physical equir>ment, the achievement of the
pupils and the rating of the school is very low.
This is not due to a foreign population because
there is none. No student can enter college upon
being graduated from the Brewster High School. He
must first take one-half year at some normal school,
usually Hyannis Normal, and then transfer to the
college. At least this is the method employed by
those who wish to enter a college.
Prom tests administered by the Principal Mr.
White, it was found that the average mental age of
senior high school students was fourteen years, while
the chronological age runs between seventeen and
eighteen.
*7rom information sup^olied by Principal /hite of
Brewster during an interview.
1^
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COURSES OF STUDY AT BREWSTER
The Brewster Secondary Schools have more
than the traditional college preparatory courses,
tut they do not offer all that a modern school
should. There is a well eq.uipped commercial de-
partment which offers courses in bookkeeping,
tyDewriting, shorthand, and general business
trainiiig. The interesting thing here is that all
dull students are nlaced in the commercial courses,
yet in spite of this the commercial der)artment is
doing fully as good if not better work than the
liberal arts division of the school.
There is no manual training or other shop work
offered at this school. Neither is there any home
economics course for the girls, but they receive
some incidental training in connection with the
lunch room. I'/hile the school itself does not offer
these courses, there is much good work being done
in the school through the well organized 4-H-Club.
70CATI0NS AlTD GUIDANCE IN BREWSTER
The -oeoTjle of Brewster, as elsewhere on the
Cape, do no more work than is absolutely necessary,
but when em;oloyed they engage in work incidental
to summer tourists and residents, in fishing and
in agriculture.
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We now come to the point where those high
schools mentioned -under Group A are different from
Brewster High School. In this high school thare
is some definite planned guidance. This is prii-
TTiarilj vocational guidance, and it is done through
the economic geograr)hy course which is required of
every student. While there are no manufacturing
industries worthy of mention in Brewster, the
school officials nevertheless realize that some of
the students in that school system may some day seek
occupation in neighboring counties or states where
indi^stries do exist, consequently, this course is
given. This course ia general in nature, yet it
plans to give an outline of all the more important
industrial occuriations. It also enahles each pupil
to secure more information concerning any particular
industry in which he feels that he might become in-
terested, or in which he is interested. Provision
is made for special reports or project reports from
each student in which he gives information about his
particular occupational interest. In this way the
course becomes a definite vocational guidance course.
Of course, such things as the amount of training and
the amount of education required to enter each
occupation or profession are discussed along with
other associated interests.
I
i
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SDUCATIOI^AL GUIM-:C.. AT BHIjIWSTiilR
Education guidance is not as yet as well
developed at Brewster High School as vocational
guidance. Educational guidance consists largely
of directing or misdirecting dull students into
the commercial courses, and in assisting other
students to select courses when they request such
aid. There is some educational guidance in con-
nection with higher education, but this is for the
limited few that reach the senior year and wish
to go on for a college degree. Even such guid-
ance is only upon req^uest, and as very few of the
TDupils ever attem-ot to go on to higher education,
it is both meagre and infrequent.
THE T07/N OF YARI\:OUTH £ECOJD,;P.Y SCHOOL S^fSTEM
The Town of Yarmouth has good physical equip-
ment for school use such as buildings, shot),
home economics deT)artment , commercial der^artment,
and science laboratory. larmouth is considerably
larger in area and more sT)read out than some of
the other Cape .."owns and consequently has several
grade schools but only one central high school.
The central high school which is located in
the Bass River Section has grades from six through
twelve inclusive. This means that the elementary
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schools h'^ve only .grades one through five inclusive.
This results in a 5-7 or 5-?-4 pj'^n of organization.
The seven upper grades at the central building pre
run much the same as a six yerr high school, so thet
for all practical purposes the secondary school o'f
Yarmouth comprises the u-oper seven grades.
PERSQN^IEL AND GUIDANCE INTEREST
Such officials as Mr. C. R. Stacy, Superin-
tendent of Schools, and Mr. Quackenbush, Principal
of the High School h'^ve had much experience in
large city schools and are both not only conscious
of the need for guidance, but are deeply interested
in it. '"ith these two men as leaders, and with the
well trained staff of seven teachers, Yarmouth High
School s>^onld soon be one of the best on the Cape,
not only in reference to guidance v/ork but in every
other respect.
The entire student body of Yarmouth numbers
about 308 pupils. The high school has about 144
Dupils including those who come from the Tov/n of
Dennis. It is int er'>sting to- note that there are
more pupils from Dennis than from Yarmouth, in the
Yarmouth High School.
PRACTICAL EDUCATION
The spirit of practical education is mani-
fested throughout Yarmouth High School, Guidance
If
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of a vocational nature is evident in all semi-
vocational or vocational courses. ?or example,
Yarmouth High School has a shop for boys which
at T)resent is only a woodworking shop, hut which
has an additional room which will be equiprjed as
a TDrint shop as soon as money is available.
There is a home economics deriartment with a
profitable lunch room run for the benefit of the
entire school. There is also a good commercial secti
where vocations are emphasized, and through which
Dlacements are occasionally made.
7ocATio::s aitd guida::ck at ya?:!^outh
Most of the residents of Yarmouth make a
living by catering to summer tourists aiid resi-
dents, by cranberry farming, aiid by shell fish-
ing. The Town of Yarmouth is favorably located
with ocean frontage on both the north and south
shores of the Cape, and has such a large summer
population that over fifty percent of all the
taxes collected come from summer residents.
This helps considerably when maintaining an ela-
borate school system.
'iffhile there are no definite vocational
guidance courses at the Yarmouth High School,
there is a stressing of vocational possibilities
in such courses as those offered by the commercial
fc
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deisartment
. This is done tiirough the principal's
interest in guidance work.
EDUCATIONAL GUIMNCH: IN THS YAP.MOUTH SCHOOLS *
In regard to educational guidance, the Yar-
mouth Secondary Schools are far ahead of any school
system discussed thus far. At the beginning of
the seven year high school period each child is
placed in a special and definite group according
to his or her st)ecial interests and abilities.
They are carefully wctched and changes are made
whenever it seems advisable for the welfare of the
child. When senior high school or the ninth
grade is reached, each child is assisted and guid-
ed in choosing those subjects in which he is most
interested and for which he has the greatest abil-
ity.
The educational guidance program does not end
here. Each child has a conference in which his
future plans are discussed. After determining just
what the child may do after leaving school, defin-
ite assistance is given him. If he lolans to go on
to higher education, the ty^e of higher education
and the best r)lace for that education are discussed.
Other things such as high school requirments for a
certain college, and the cost of a specific higher
education are also examined.
*Fron inforrr.at ion given by Superintendent C.R.Stacy
,
of the Yarmouth Schools.
f
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THE TQ'A'N OF EAR^VICH SCHOOL SYSTEM
The Town of Har\-.'ich. School Systerr. is organized
on the 6-6 bp»sis. '^here are four elementary schools
which feed the central Junior gnd Senior six year
high school. The physical equipment of the Har-
wich Schools is very poor, and there is much agita-
tion for new buildings. At the present time there
are 173 pupils and seven teachers in the six year
high school. Net only are the buildings old and
dilapitated, but they are so over-crowded that there
is no room for general assemblies or for athletics
or for manual training. During the last yeer a
former store room at the Center School was taken over
for manual training purposes. The teachers are
well trained and well paid,
CURRICULA OFFERINGS AT HAR^'/ICH
Aside from the tra-iit ional college preparatory
course, the Hqrwich High School offers "-anual train-
ing, and eomirercial courses, but no home economics.
The manual training shop is small but well equipped.
There is no other shop work. The commercial courses
are of the usual type including typewriting, short-
hand and bookkeeping. The outstanding deficit in
the curriculum seem.s to be the lack of home economic
or domestic science training for the girls. This
situation would undoubtedly be remedied with a new
building.
r
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OCCUPATIONS A-'D GUID/J-TCE AT PUR^VICH
The most important occupations of the people
of Harwich, Harwichport, West Harwich, and North
Harwich are catering to the summer tourist and
summer resident trade, agriculture (mostly cran-
berry raising), and some fishir^g. The g"irls are
far more ambitious than the boys, but the chief
ambition of both seems to be to **rob" the summer
visitors and to wait on counter.* The Cape should
at least know about guidance as the publishers are
flooding that territory with guidance material.**
The principal of the Harwich Schools sees little or
no value in attempting to offer either educational
or vocational guidance to most of the children.
To him, they are just Cape Cod natives, which me&ns
that they are contented with life as they find it,
and that they have little em.bition to ever loe sny-
thing more than their parents were before them.
There is a little vocational guidance done in
connection with the manual training or woodworking.
Still more seems to be done in the commercial de-
partment where recommendations and placements are
occasionally made for the better students. These
are placed locally in banks, stores, insurance offices,
etc. •
*From statement made by i*^r. Morris, Principal of
Harwich Schools.
**Ibid.
Ir
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THE yoca?io:ts couesi; at r4?;tich
There is one definite, planned course in
vocational ^ruidance. This is a course required
of all freshmen, and is ceiled vocations. This
course runs for one-half yeer. It describes all
lines of occupation, and presents to the child
the advantaf-es a.nc disadvantages of each along
with the education and training required for
success in each. Each student selects one occupa-
tion in which he thinks he is interested, and
collects all loossihle information upon it. **This
course is no good", according to a statement made
by the princir)al, but this merely reflects his
attitude as expressed on the previous "oage.
EDUCATI-..AL GUIDA:^CZ AT HAHWICH
Educational guidance is not well developed at
Harwich probably because of the princi-oal's attitude
whose duty it is to care for educational guidance.
There is very little guidance in evidence until the
senior year when those who are intending to go on to
higher education are singled out and given help. To
sho^ow few this reaches it is but necessary to say
that only two went to college in 1931 while not more
than four are expected to go in 1932. It is hoped
that the principal's attitude may soon change so that
the Toupils may have all the adtrantages which a guid-
ance minded principal would bring them.
#
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TJ-E OF. B TTJTE SCHOOL SYSTJi:
The Town of Bourne is the most northerly town
on CaT)e Cod, and includes land on both sides of the
CaT)e Cod Canal. The Bourne School System includes
children from all its "Various sections such as
Bourne Center, Bournedale, Buzzards Bay, Cataumet,
?ocasset, ronument Beach, and Sagsmore,
There are several grammar schools, but only
one high school located in Bourne eenter. This high
school has a beautiful location with spacious grounds,
but with a rather old building and inadequate equiTO-
ment. The Bourne High School has no assembly hall or
gymnasium, and must adjourn to a nearby grammar
school for such activities.
At the TDresent time the Bourne School System is
run on the 6-2-4 plan. The senior high school has
an enrollment of 158 Toupils and 7 teachers.
SCHOOL CUl-.l-lCULn:
Aside from the regular classical subjects, the
Bourne High School offers courses in commercial sub-
jects, home economics, and guidance. The home eco-
nomics work in the high school is in the nature of
cooking eno serving food in connection v;ith the lunch
room. All regular courses in home economics are
offered in the seventh and eighth grades. likev/ise,
all shoT) work is done in the seventh and eighth
c1
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grades. This shon w ^rk is mostly woodworking or
manual training, but there is also some leather-
craft under the direction oi :'r. Starkey. These
courses are includ;.d in this re-oort "because they
are ^art of the secondrry school system, and would
be in eluded if Bourne had the six year high school
plan of organization. These courses also have
definite vocational value,
occuPATioiTs a::::: guidaitce at bouei^e
There was a time a fev; years ago when msiiy of
the people of Bourne were employed by the Keith Gar
Llanufecturinr Company at Sagemore on the Canal. This
plant (now the Osgood Bradley Ilanufacturing Company)
is closed down, and the T^eoiDle of Bourne and surround
ing towns are now engaged primarily in the typical
Carse occupations of catering to summer visitors, fish
ing, snd farming. Here as elsewhere on the Caioe ther
is a great deal ^f occupational guidance work being
done by the 4-H-Club in cooperation with, or through
the grairjTiar schools and the seventh and eighth grades
vniile Bourne Figh School may be lacking somewhat
in r)hysicel facilities, it nevertheless has a fine
spirit of coo"oeration for this guidaj}ce v/ork, and for
all work that will be of mutual benefit. The first
princiT)le of the school is that all teachers must be
guidance minded and must cooT)erate in all tyries of
I
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guidajace work including educational, vocational,
and character frr.i dance. As a result oi this, the
commercial deT)artment is T^.rt ieularly wide av/ake
in keeping the work of the deT>artment closely
correlated with actual' "business practice, and in
keeping the vocational aspect of the work constant-
ly before the pur^ils. Miss Ruth l.Iarr, the commer-
cial teacher, firmly believes that some business
training will be found beneficial to every person
regardless of the line of occupation or the profession
that they may go into. There is also constant endeav-
or to make the commercisl department a rilacement
burecu for the better students whenever this is pos-
sible.
THE YOCAT^OITAL rrUIPANCE COULSIC AT BOTONS
There is one course, at the Bourne H'gh School
which is required of all students, and is known as
the Vocational Guidance Course. This course rujis
for one-half year and includes previews and dis-
cussions .:f all the leading occupations in which the
students may later engage. The educational and vo-
•
cetional prerequisites for success in each occuT)ation
are also discovered. Students select occupations of
particular interest and do research work therein.
The course has proved quite satisfactory.
CIVIC AI^ CHAr.ACTSB GUIDA'^CE
Bourne High School is the first school discussed
((
I
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that has a definite course in which there seems to
be much guidance in Civics and Character. The course
at Bourne runs for one-half year and is known as
Problems In Democracy. It deals with Civic problems
and with character building, and is doing much good
work. It is given in the tenth grade.
^DUCATIOITAL GUIDAI-TCE III TEZ E0UEIT5 EICH SCHOOL *
Educational guidance has not develo-oed much
beyond what is usually found in country high schools,
Undoi^btedly the guidance mindedness of the entire
teachin- staff would result in some individual
guidance for some pupils at opr^ortune tires.
The. first anoarent educational guidance is
concerned with the selection of a course of study
when the student first enters high school. This
is larf':'ely deterir-ned by the student or his "oarents.
i'ore definite educational guidance comes durinr- the
senior year when members of the graduating class are
personally interviewed by the principal to determine
what they have in mind for the future, and to advise
them as to whether or not that occuriation which they
have chosen is the one for which they are best fitted.
If they have no plans for the future, the princi-oal
helT)s formulate sorr.e. Usually he has had r^revious
discussions with those v;ho are going to college, and
at this time they merely com/olete arrangements,
*From information given by Liss Tapper, teacher at
the Bourne High School.
r
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ceapteh six
guida::ce i:j group ^c* towits
This chapter will deal with Group"C'* towns
in which there is a well developed guidance pro-
gram. There are two towns on the Cape vjhich are
making every endeavor to offer their children every
educational advantage and o^^portunity. Th6se towns
are larger than the other Cape Towns and, therefore
,
perhaps better able to support an enriched curricu-
lum and adequate guidance courses and directors.
The two school systems which will now be discussed
are those of the Town of Falmouth and the Town of
Barnstable.
SCEOOL OHGAITIZATIOIT 07 TG TOrCI 0? PAIl^OUTH
The Falmouth School System includes the High
School in Falmouth Center, the Junior High School in
^^almouth Center, and grade schools located in Falmouth,
East Falmouth, V/oods Hole, andTeaTicketf There is a
total enrollment of 1,376.
The secondary school education is organized on
the 6-3-3 plan with the Senior and Junior Eigh Schools
occu-pying ser)arate buildings on the same grounds.
At the present time there are 160 pupils**in the Senior
Eigh School and a total enrollment of 463 pupils in
both high schools. There are twenty- five teachers
including the T)rincipal,
*Falmouth Town Report for 1931 Pages 109-112
**From information furnished by Principal Blynn E.
Davis of Falmouth High and Junior School
r
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PHYSICAL B(^UIR>IEKT AT FALMOUTH
The physical equipment at Falmouth, especially
in connection with secondary education, seems to be
the best, •'''or example, there are two fine new
buildings located to the rear of such public build-
ings as the ToY/n Hall, the Public Library, and what
appears to be the former high school building.
These two new buildings nov/ house the Junior and
Senior High Schools. They are modern buildings of
brick and are artistic as well as practical. The
inside equipment of the schools such as that in the
science laboratory, gymnasium, commercial department,
and in connection with shop work is some of the best
if not the best on the Cape.
CURRICTJLA OFFERIMGS OF FAn.iOUTH S:h:COND;iP.Y SCHOOLS •
The curricula offerings at the Falmouth Secondary
Schools are wide anr varied. In addition to the
traditional classical courses, there are courses in
hone economics and agriculture; educational, character,
civic, and vocational guidance; commercial subjects;
manual training, electricity, gas engines, sheet
metal and other allied courses included in the general
shop for boys.
OCCUPATIONS OF THE PEOPLE OF FAIL:0UTH
The people of Falmouth are for the Kost part
engaged in the sa:-e occupations which emnloy the
great majority of the people on Cape Cod, namely,
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catering to surmaer visitors and residents, farming,
and fishing. It is true that some of the pupils
may leave the Cape and engage in manufacturing of
some kind, or that a few may obtain work right on
the Cape such as a mechanic in a garage, hut for the
most part the pupils v^ill follow in the foot-
steps of their parents and will make their living in
one of the three major lines of occupation.
VOCATIDNAL GUIDANCE IN VAKIQUS STUDIES
The extent of the vocational guidance in the
various studie;. at Falmouth varies. For example,
home economics is useful in training for futre living
and it also has its vocational utility because
many of the girls in these courses will take ;iobs in
restaurants, in summer homes, at roadside stands, etc
and make use of the knowledge ^ained in these courses
Especially is this true on Cape Cod. The courses in
agriculture, and the general shop work also have much
vocational guidance in them. Neither is the work in
commercial departm.ent devoid of vocational train-
ing, because the teachers avail themselves of
every opportunity to stress the value of the partic-
ular commercial subject involved in connection
with specific business positions. The prerequisites
of each business position or what is expected of a
person applying for that type of job is discussed.
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Undoubtedly, the splendid situation now
existent at 5'alniouth is due largely to the un-
tiring efforts of the well educated and guidance
minded Principal. This man has been there for
eleven years and has done considerable for the
Town of Falmouth Secondary Schools. Obviously,
many of the subjects on the previous page could
be taught just as subjects and without mention
of their vocational adaptation, application, or
value, but not in this high school, because here
every subject raust stress the practical side and
be in -ngrt a vocational guidance course if it is
to do the most good,
VOCATIOITAL Gl'IDMCE COUESKS
There is a study of occupations made in Civics,
Here the proce^dure is much the seme as in other
Civics courses where occupations are discussed,
OccuT)8tions are investigated one by one, either in
the order of their greatest importance, or according
to the interests of the particular class group.
Such things as educational requirements, training or
apiorenticeship requirements, average remuneration or
salary in occupation, social standing of those in the
occupation, the effect of the climate, seasons,
depression, etc. , on the industry or occupation are
discussed. Each child is assigned an occupation (of
interest to him) to be investigated end reported on.
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VOCATIOITAL GUIDANCE COUHSES (CONT )
There are two other cotirses in which occuT)a-
tions are discu.ssed, namely home economics and
agriculture. These courses, instead of dealing with
all occuT>at ions , deal only with those which have a
definite relation to the subject involved, ?or
exam")le, home economics would derl with houselceeping,
restaurant "/ork, dressmaking, nursing, and other
similar lines of work.
There is one line of study which has been both
practical and uniq.ue in its development. This course
is now known as the gas engi :e course. It works as
lollov/s. 'i'here is a local gc rage located nenr the
school buildings. At this garage the boys in the
gas engine course are able to not only observe the
cars bei ig reioalred, but to actually reioair the cars
themselves under the direction of skilled mechanics.
The garage offered reduced rates on all rcT^airs with
the understandi jg that the more advanced boys would
assist in the repairi g. This offered practical
training, and all went well until the depression came.
Then the other local garages began to complain because
they said that they could not compete with the cheaper
rates, so at the present ti; e this garage work is not
available to the extent that it formerly was.
I/
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CIVIC AND CHAHACTiE r.UIDA!JGE
Again it is evident thrt the worthwhile efforts
of the princiioal are getting results. Civic and
character guidance are found in great abundance, not
in a specific course, but through the attitude and
action of the teachers and principal . One of the
main functions of a school is to train the pupils
to he good citizens. A person cannot be a good citi-
zen without a good character. The principal realizes
that this is true and so he urges every teacher to
make use of every opportunity to teach the children
such virtues as honesty, fairness, neatness, courtesy,
respect, and all manner of goodness that their lives
may be successful and worthwhile.
The principal does a great deal of character
guidance work T)ersonally. He especially stresses
character and civic guidance in the seventh and
eighth grades to be sure to get those who will leave
school early.
THB S27S:TTH GrnAlE BUSII^ii^SS ?U-.DAi:,..:^AT4S COURSE
Once again is found the Princi'oal, Mr. Davis
looking after the welfare of the individual and the
co.Tjnunity by T>roviding sT)ecial training for those
who leave school early. The course in business
fundamentals which is required of all puT)ils in the
seventh grade, was made by Mr. Blynn Davis during
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the period when he was working for his Masters
Degree In Education at Harvard University. First,
he studied the Car)e, and from this study determined
just what would he of the most practic.---l value for
the ^eatest niimher of children. He realized that
this course would have to include all the business
traini:ig that many of the children woulc. ever get,
and accordi igly he planned wisely and thus devised
one of the test if not the best course offered in
any Junior high school.
In brief, the course covers all the general
business principles ttat anybody should know, such
as money, brnking, simple bookkeeping, business
etiquette, marketing, advertising, buying, selling,
etc.. All are dealt with in a simple way and only
the fundamentals are given, but it represents know-
ledge thnt the child would otherwise never obtain.
Business arithmetic is also rif-rt of the course,
ED'TCATIOMAL GIIIDAT.'S TIT TH,^ FA^2!0UTH S7^C0:JDA3Y SCHOOLS
To begin with, there is definite educational
guidance from the minute they enter the seventh grade
until they leave the tweli^h grade. They are also
classified an-- divided acccrrding to individual dif-
ferences when they enter the seventh grade. Their
intelligence quotients are recorded and checked peri-
odically. The guidance record on the following page
v/ill hel-o illustrate the nature of the work done.
f
JTJinOE EICxH SCEOOI
PAU-ICUTH, TUSSACHUSETTS
7 6 9
Home Room.
.
Class 8c Div. . .
Name of Punil Address
Date of Birth Place of Birth
Name of father (m.other, guardian).,,..
5'ather : Birth-olace ITatioiiality
T'other: Birthplace ."rationality
Father: OceuT)ation Address
Entered this school on from school
GUIDAITCE DAT4- TRADE 7 GRADE 8 GRADE 9
General Health
Physical Handics-p, if any
,
Intelligence quotient
,
Educational attitude :?upil
Parent
Economic Conditions
OccuT)ations tried
Occu^oations considered
,
^resent gainful employment , ,
Use of leisure time ,
Gain hifhest rank in ,
Does best of all ,
Evidence of initiative , ,
Hahits: Industry
Accuracy ,
Thoroughness
Courtesy
Traits: Co-onerat ion
Dependability
Disr)osition , ,
^ower of leedershit) ' ,
"^ower of exT)ression
Offices held
,
Prizes ''•on
,
Curriculum recommended ,
Curriculum elected ,.
'Duplicate of copy furnished by Principal Blynn E.
Davis of Falmouth High School
r^
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THE FAIi.IOirTE JU^TIOR HIGH SCHOOL GUIDM^CS RXORD
It is interesting to note how fully this
guidance record (shown on precediiig pege) cares
for the individual. Aside from the general in-
forination needed for a background, there is a
section devoted to each of the follo.ing: general
health, physical handicaps, intelligence quotients,
educational attitude of both parents and pupil,
economic conditions, occupations tried, occupations
considered, present gainful employment, use of leisur
tirie, initiative, industry, accuracy, thoroughness,
courtesy, co-operation, dependability, disposition,
power of leadership, pov/er of expression, offices
held, curriculum recomraen:!ed, and curriculum elected.
Every child has a record sheet as soon as he
enters the seventh grade. The particular sample
shov/n on pr;ge 75 is for the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grades. They are kept filed in the principal's
office as soon as they have been filled out, and are
used many times in connection with guidance and other
problems.
GUIDA^TCE FOB SENIORS
The principal does much personal work in guid-
ance. For example, he interviews every senior and
takes a personal interest in their future. He helps
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them to r)lan their future, and having a detailed and
accurate record of their TDast as well as knowing
them all personally, he is able to give wise and
effective counsel and advice. If the student is
planning to enter institutions of higher learning,
this has he en known for some time and it is but
necessary to finish arrangements and details.
The greatest difficulty comes with those students
who have made no definite arrangements for the future,
which are few after passing through this school
system, but even these receive beneficial assistance
from the princi-oal, and above all every student is
filled with a spirit of goodwill and friendship, and
regret that he or she must leave that school where
siich personal interest has been taken in them,
TH3 OF 3.IR1TSTABLI; SCHOOL SYST^
The Town of Barnstable School System is com-
prised of a central high school located in Hyannis,
and grade schools located in Barnstable Tillage,
West Barnstable, Cotuit , Marstons Hills, Osterville,
Centerville, and Hyannis. The schools are organized
on the 6-3-3 plan. The six yesr high school is in
the new brick buildi.;ig i.i Hyannis.
In the entire school system there is an enroll-
ment of 1,581 T)uoils, and in the six year high school
there are 545 pupils and 32 teachers, making Barn-
[t
t
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stable High School the l!°.rgest on Cape Cod.
The secondary school b-u:_lding and •qiiipment
such as that used in the shop, comr.ercial depart-
ment, science laboratory, and gymnasium are of
the best. "The Town of Barnstable provides mar-
velous opportunities for all its children.
CURRICULA OFFERIKiuS OF BARNSTABLE HI OH SCHOOL
The Town of Barnstable High and Junior High
Schools offer courses not only in college prepar-
atory subjects, but also in vocations, cooking,
dressmaking, cafeteria work, manual training,
electricity, gas engines, sheet metal, masonry,
and other shop work, commercial subjects, and
guidance. Many of these courses are also offered
in evening sc'-ool which is rian four nights a week
for forty v/eeVs. These evening courses are prima-
rily for the training of adult foreighers who wish
to become citizens, but any adult of Barnstable
may attend.
OCCUPATIONS OF PEOPLE OF BARNSTABLE
The fact that Barnstable is the town on the
Cape with the largest school population does not
mean that it is anywhere near a city in size. It
is very extensive in area and is really a collection
of seven small villages.
•K- Statement by Principal Lee of Barnstable High
School
I('
I
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The people in the Town of
.
Barnstable are, exactly
as are all the other people on Cape Cod, engaged
in work directly connected with summer tourists
and siunmer residents, in agriculture, and in fish-
ing.
Following, is a brief outline of the courses
which are in the process of develo-oment in the two
newer departments of the high school, namely home
economics and practical arts for boys.
'•Home econ.-mics is ;r;ore t'-.an cooking and sew-
ing, for it deals witf the management of the hose
in a large way. End involves the training of all
girls and all bo--s in their res'oonsibilities as mem**
bers of homes. The home requires not onlv that the
mother shell have skill but also thst she shall
have the ability to develoD the social, financial,
and cultural side of home life. This is the broad-
er conceT)tion of ho-Demaking unon v;hich we should build
our program of home economics instruction, ""he ability
to maintain a go d home is not a matter of inheritance
but of education.^* ^
KoEie jiconomics
r^rade 1st. Semester 2nd. Semester
7
8
9
Clothing
!Poods
Home management, ome family,
"oney. Home hygiene, Child
Study, First aid.
Foods, Nutrition
Foods
Clot hi
Foods
mg
Clothing
*B&rnstable Town iieport for 1931 Page 276
fl
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?EAC?ICAI; AT.TS BOYS
"The practical arts course for boys is design-
ed primarily for general educational purposes for
1do:s betv:een the ages of twelve and sixteen who may
here find satisfying, manir^ulative experiences, pre-
vocational in natwe, and which should fuiiction in
the realm of vocational guidance, ^he departme>2t is
not a trade school, but it \~ould prepare boys for a
trade school should one ,be established on the Cape.
It will be noted that the studies and experiences are
associated chiefly with home building and maintenance;
and with the development and use of T)ov/er derived from
gas engines and electrical machinery to '-ether with
the care end control of the machinery. Emphasis is
placed upon the consumer's and the riurchaser^s point
of view s.s ^'ell as on the -nroducer^s. Nearly all
will be consumers but few will be producers along these
lines." The above quotation cli srly defines the ob-'&ct
of the practical arts courses for boys. The following
table shows s^^ecifically what these courses include,
?HACTICAI. Ar.TS--SHO?
Grade 9
Option A. General mechanics, plimibing heating
systems, soldering, welding snd advanced sheet metal
Casting, molding of old type metal and forging.
Iiechanical drawings and sketches to accompany above.
*?age B77 Annual Report Town of Barnstable 1921.
c
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~^.AC::iCAL AETS POr. BOYSCCOi.T. )
Grade 9 Option A,
Advanced electricity, wiring systems, s'/'itches,
service "board leadins and connections. Candle-
nower of electric light Ismi^s. Dry cells. Eow
electricity is chemically generated. Storage
tattv^ries, electrolyte. History of the electric
lamiD, rundamental principles of '.Tr: tthourmeter.
?rinciples of ignition systems. Generators and
starters, lighting systems.
edition B.
Woodv-'orking and mechcnical drawing; paints,
varnishes, lacquer, the new iloor finishes,
architectural styles, interior decorating,
color con:binations
,
landscape gardening,
sanitation including cesspools, se;tic tanks,
sewerage disposal systems.
Grade 10 Option A.
Gas engines, auto mechanics, machine drawing,
ignition systems, batteries, coils, distrib-
utors, spark plugs, s;;"stems of ring, generators,
starters, pistons, rings, wrist oins, connecting
rods, lubrication systems, gr^s tanks, gas lines,
v-^ cuum tanks, carburetors, gas -oumps, crank-
shafts, camshafts, valves, main bearings.
Pinal T)roject, Heservicing of reeond hand cars
to actually run.
ODtion B.
Advanced woodm'orking, mecl anical drawing, and
blue T)rint reading.
Grade 7 Option A.
/7ooctv/orking and drawing
Grade 8 Option A.
General shOT), household r^^paits, elementary
mech-inics and T)lumbing, woDiworking and draw-
ing, cement, olaster, mortar, concrete, brick,
road buildi :g, sheet metal work, eleir.entary
electricity, controls, household instruments,
simple motortj ana generators, comn:on srilices,
sim-~<le house v.iring, fixture and si'vitch wirin£-,
bell circuits, dry cells and transformers,
electric meter, v/olts, amperes, n'atts and ohms.
Llechanical drawing and sketches Tor above.
(1
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There is a well developed commercial depart-
ment in the Earnstable High School which fimctions
as a vocational guidance tuiit through class v:ork
and placement service. It functions as an educa-
tional guidance unit through individual yearly
conferences with each student which is exT)lained
more in detail under the r»aragraph headed "Educational
Guidance".
?TJ TOCATIOIL^ aUIDAZTCE coui:s:i£
There is a course on v.^ cat ions which is required
of all students in the eighth grade, Thic course is
ver3' similar to most courses dealing with many various
vocations. They are selected according to irar)ortance
and interest, and ell as"nects are ciscu^std. Usually
one vocation is discussed at ec;.ch meeting st which
time a student makes an additio/ial report on V7hat he
has found concerning the particular ocjuoet ion involv-
ed. The idea of the curse is to acqus-int every
student with all the more imoortant ind^:Ftries, "orofes-
sions, and occupations in order that he m.ay make a
more intelligent selection of his life's occupation.
SSUCATIQIJAL GUIDA:TC:..' —BAPJ-TSTABII: high SC'iOOLS
Educational guidance in this school system is
a continuous xirocess starting in the seventh grade
and continuing through the twelfth grade. Every
1
r(
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year theie is arranged at least one individual
conference ^ith each ^urjil. There are too many
students for the Torincit)al to be able to do all
this work so he selects the older and better Qual-
ified teachers to ass"st him. This conference may
deal with vocational work, or character .and civic
guidance as well as educational guidance.
During the senior year the principal plans
to see every senior personally and to advise him
or her concerning college, business schools, or
lines of occu-^ation. I.!r. Lee, the principal stresse
personal guidance work, in fadt he sr?ends most of
his tir.e at this sort of thing. He does not believe
in kee-oing children in school if they do not wish to
stay. He advises them tj the best o- hrs ability,
and t en lets them go.
The only school of higher education on the
Cape is the State Teachers College at Eyannis. It
is located iiot nore than one-half a mile from the
high school buildinr, and it offers a wonderful
opT)ortunity for thoF:e high school graduates who wish
to go into teaching in the elem.entary schools.
r
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CHAPTER SEVFN
"CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS"
CONCLUSIONS REGARDING CURRICULA OFl-'ERINGS
In general, the Cape schools have so limited
their subject offerings as to hamper the real work
of a modern school system. It is not a result of
the depression because the Cape schools never offered
many courses other than the traditional college
preparatory subjects. Furthermore, the Cape hqs more
excuse for a somewhat limited curriculum than has
most sections of New England because of its isolated
position and because of the absence of manufacturing
and industry,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
For the most part, there is an over-emphasis on
foreign languages in the Cape ^od schools. ^ Most of
the schools offer four units in Latin and three in
French.
ENGLISH AITO THE CAPE SCHOOLS
Most Cape schools offer only one course in Eng-
lish which is required of everyone through-out the
four years of high school. This English course is
inapproprigte because it is built around the needs
of the smell minority of college-goers .-Jj-??-
Harvard Graduate School of Education "Education
In Twelve Cape Towns" A study for the Cape Cod
Chamber of Cormerce Cambridge 1926 Page 58
55- Ibid. Page 58.

lG5v
MATHIIi:A"^ICS C0I3SES
It is foimd that a general mathematics course should
be offered which will include algebra, geometry, and
trigonometry. That alg-ebra, far exam-ole, is ill-
suited to the needs, interests, and abilities of
most 0&-e students is evideiit from the hi£-h percent
of failures in that subject.*
NATURAL SCIENCE COU:;SSS
Most Ca'oe schools have good courses in' natural
science, -he '"ot'^l being done is commendable,**
SOCIAL S^UDI^S
L-ost Ca^e schools place an inadequate emphasis
ur)on social studies s"'-:ch as Civics &nd Social Problems,
L'ore work is needed here with em-nhasis ur^on Civic and
Character guidance.***
coigv3C3.ciAL v;oRi-:
In commercial work also there is a woeful lack of
courses, and even those high schools with commercial
courses have only booickeeping, tyeowriting, and short-
hand in ant i equated form,
•^HACTTCAL .^.TS-HOMi^ T^COITOIIICS A'.:J) AOP.ICULTriE
Again, there is a dire need for more courses in
practical arts or sho-^ work for boys, in home economics
for girls, and in agriculture. These courses lend
themselves readily to vocational training and guidance,
and will helo solve the guidance problem.****
*Earvard Heoort 'Education In Twelve CaT)e To^'ns" Cam-
bridge 1926 Page. 59
Ibid. Page 59 ***Ibid. ^age 60 ****Ibid. "^sge 61.
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2DUGAT I O:.AI GUISAIJGS
Most Cape to'vns have onl^ a minimum of educa-
tional guidance, and most of this is unorganized,
haDhazard work done only at the request of the pupil,
or when trouble arises.
YocATioi^AL g-uida::cs
There is a lamentable lack of vocational guid-
ance in most Cape Cod schools. Even those schools
with vocational courses put ver;;' little err/ohasis
unon guidance within the courses.
CEA3ACTEH GUISAirCZ
Organized character guidance is non-existent
in all Cape schools excerit one. Of course there is
some voluntary" character guidance administered by
certain thoughtful teachers.
CI TIC GUIDA_:Ci;
Civics and Tiroblems related thereto are taken
u'o in nearly every school system in one form or another,
but the Quality and the quantity f the guidoiice done
in these classes is left eiitirely up to the teacher,
and obviously varies greatly.
BECOLHIlI^TDiSD -^LOGRAI'SOr STUDY
Obviously, the reorganization of the program of
study should be based largely ur)on the needs of the
Cape inhabitants keening in mind the lines of endeav-
or which t ey will follow. Such a T)rogram will be
found on the following page.
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^ROGRAi: 0? STUDIilS
JU:iIOE ?EHIOD
Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9
Prescrited 'Prescribed "Prescribed
English English
History Hist ory History
Civics Civics Civics
Occu'Dat ions Occupati ons General Science
Fyriene General Science Act i vit i©s
llathematics General I.Iath, Physical Train.
General Shot) Intro. Business or Play
Domestic Science Activities
V.us i c '^hysical Train.
Activities
"^lay
or T'lay
Elective Elective
Special English* STDecial English* General ITath.
ST)ecial I.ath.** Intro. ?or. La-ig. !B^orei gn Language
General Agri, General Agri.
General Shop General Business
Domestic Science General Shop
Arts Domestic Science
Com'l Geography Arts
Com'l Geography
SLi^IOi; PK.IOD
Grade 10 Grade 11 Tirade 12
Enfflish English Social Problems
Physical T. ':'hysical T. Physical T.
Act LVities Activities Activities
Elect ives Slectives Elect ives
ITodern Hif^ tory American Hist. English
Biology Chemistry Physics
Algebra Geometry Adv. Hath.
foreign Lang. foreign Lang. S'oreign ~ang.
Agric, Agric, Agric,
Commerce Commerce- Commerce
?!an-aal Arts luannal Ayts Ilanual Arts
Home Economics Home Economics TIoiT.e Economics
Arts Arts Arts
Prescribed in the case of children deficient in lang.
'i^* It IT ft »» ti Tt Tt tt ]."ath
English may be T)rescribed f^r certain pu^iils in grade I'i.
Advanced I'athemat ics should be offered only in the larger
school s.
Vi
\
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s?:^ci?ic :KEGoi>i;::::]j?DATi :js—saictice school systeiv:
The Town of Sandwich needs a preat deal in the
form :f modern education. First, there should be
a commercial de-oartment with courses based u-^on the
needs of the CaT)e, second, t ere should be some
practical arts for the bo;s, and third, there should
be some home economics f.r the girls. All these
courses should be riractical and ada"oted to the needs
of the people. All opportunities for vocational
guidance withiii the subjects should be utilized.
There should oe a course in "Vocations" for
at least one-half ^/ear, required of all studeiits in
either the eighth or niiith grade. Either the Civics
course or the course especially introduced for the
purpose should include a great deal of Civic a^id
Character guidance.
'.'/ith the introduction of a diversified -nrogram
of study, it will be oossible for more educational
guidance to be exercised. There should be a guida::ce
record sheet f;r each DU'oil with information such as
the "nuDil's I. Q. , obtained through the use of objec-
tive tests and measurements. The guidance rec )rd
sheet included in this report on -oage fo is consid-
ered very good. The suggested program of study on
T)S.ge 107 of this re -^ort would undoubtedly lorove of
tremendous value to the T..wn of Sandwich if it were
adopted.
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spsciPic RSGoi-jr^ii'iDATi o:is—Towi: Qg oelea::s
The Tov'n of Orleans is sadly in need of new
secondary school buildiijgs. It is also recommended
that the practical arts v.ork be extended to include
agriculture.
i:ohh; guida'jce i^EBEi)
Cruidance v^ork should he stressed in all courses
of a vocational nature. A ST)ecific course in voca-
tions should be recuLred of all etudents in the
junior high school. The imoortance of character
guidance should be impressed uion the mind of every
te- Cher. The Civics course or some sin.ilar course
should stress Civic and Character guidance, Educa-
tional guidance like that in operation at Palmouth
is recommended.* The recommended '"'rogram of Studies
will also be found to be hel'oful.**
SFJCI7IC H£Cin.LS:;MTIO:JS--CHATHA!,: SECOriD RY SCHOCLS
It is recommended that courses in home economics
be offered for the girls, that the curriculum of the
comjnercial denartinent be enriched, thbt courses in
agriculture be offered, that all voc&.tional coursea
stress vocational guidajice, and that all courses be
brought U"o to date Sj as to of the greatest value.
ou'Da;;ge i:^i>^d
A course in occupations sh -uld be instituted
*Sr.e loage 9 j of this reoort.
**See ")age 1^ of this report.
fI
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at once in the jujiior hi^h, required of all students.
Civic and character guidajice must have a definite
T)lace in the school. I'ore e ducat i nal f^uidnjce is
esseiitial and may v;ell be L.olded alon^- the lines jf
that iiov" in OT^eration at i'almo ut h , * I'he r)resent
curricula offerin^^ should be checked with the re-
comirje/ided T^r0;p:rara of studies for the Cape.**
S?2:CIPIC ?:5C'm:_::.Jl)A7I !S--T07^ ? w^ll-^e?
Either nev; secondary school- building's should be
erected at once in •'''ellfleet or the thirty-three
"out)ils in th^ hifh school should be transported
to some other hif'h school system. A general shox) for
the boys, and cours s in agriculture should be offered.
guida::ce
It is recommended that a reauired course in
occuriations be ^iveji in the ei£-hth or ninth frade
,
that vocstio.'ial p-uid^^nce be stressed in all voct^tional
courses, thst Civics be made a Civic guidance course,
and that character guidance oe stressed throughout
the school. Definite educational f-uidance based upon
ob-iective tests and measurements should become a retlity
The Palmouth system is recommended. -it- A comparison of
the T)resent curricula offerings with the recomm.ended
course of study would be found to be beneficial,**
*See T3age 9r> of this report,
'^*See -ne.ge 107 of this report.
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SFHICIFIC RgCQ!.liENDATIONS—TOim OF PRQYIITCSTO'.TN
Jlbove all else, more guidance is needed at the
Provincetown Secondary Schools. A require-', course
in occupations should be a pert of the eighth or
ninth grade program. All courses such as home eco-
nomics, shop, comnerce, and agriculture should stress
vocational guidance.
GEAEACTSH AMD CIYIC /EDUCATION
V/ith conditions existing as indicated by the
principal, it is only too evident that much guid-
ance is needed in Civics and '^^haracter. The Civics
course may well be nede to emphasize Civic guidance,
but character guidance depends upon the character
and cooperation of every teacher in the system.
Every course including Civics should be, at least in
part, a course in character guidance.
2IUCATI0ITAI aUIDAlTCE
Definite vrell-planned guidance throughout the
entire high school period is recoromende: . Objective
tests and raeasurement s are needed. The Falmouth
system is recommended.* A careful study of the
revised program of studies would undoubtedly prove
advantageous.**
*bee page 75 in this report.
**See page 101 in this report.
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SPBGIFIC R3CQMvI3i':DAlT0NS—TOMT OF BRE//S,ER
To begin with, tiie low educational standards
of tiie ^rewster secondary school cannoi. be justi-
fied, and immediate steps should be taken to remedy
them. in order tiat students may enter college direct-
ly from t:s.t institution. Some shop work for the
boys, home economics for the girls, and a course in
agriculture should be included in the curriculum.
All these courses as well as the commercial courses
should si-ress vocational guidance,
CIVICS Ai^:: G: ^ACTSR GjTDAr-:G3
More enphasis should be placed upon civic guid-
ance in tr e Civics course, and character ^^idance
should be evident in every classroom, and in every
subject.
BDu G Ax' IOI\AL GU 1DAi G E
This form of guidance should be a well-Dlanned
and continuous process from t:;e beginning to tee end
of t:_e secondary school. Again is recommended the
S2/stem used at i^'almouth, and also their guidance rec-
ord sheet.* Brewster mi^t v/ell follow ti e recommend'
ed course of study '^*when revising her program.
SPECIFIC R3CQ:.Sij;. DAjI0i.S— ^OVJ^I CF YARMOJiE
The CQurse of study at larmouth is good. The
educational guidance is commendable, and the voca-
tional guidance done through vocational courses is
good, but it is recommended t. at a required course
*See page ?5 in this report.
'^*See page in this report.
/I
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in occ-upations be given in the j-unior high school.
A perusal of the recommended course of study should
prove worthwhile. -5'-
SPSCIFIC ^-^KCO?.^ME>a)ATIONS--TOY:N OF HARWICH
A new '^.econdsry school building is needed. Home
economics courses for girls should be offered. The
need for guidance should be recognized by the princi-
pal and the teachers, and new life put into the course
known as "Vocations'*. Vocational guidance should be
stressed in all vocational courses.
More civic and character guidance should be de-
veloped not only in connection with the Civics course,
but in all cour-es. The outstanding detriment to
guidance advancement in Harv/ich is the attitude preva-
lent there.
EDUCATIONAL ^^ITIDANCE
Harwich is sadly in need of more gnd better edu-
cational guidance. As in the case of the other Cape
tov^ns, it should be well-planned and continuous.
Objective tests and measurements should be utilized.
The Falm.outh system is recommended. -J^-x-
SPECIFIC REG01.:i..ENDATI0NS--TQV;N OF BOURNE
There is splendid Civic, Character, and Vocational
guidance in this school system. More educational
guidance is needed. It should be continuous and based
upon objective measurements such as the Falm.outh system.
See psge 107 of this report.
^•Mr See page 75 of this report.
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SPECIFIC RP:C0VMENDATI0NS--TQ"'N of FALMOUTH
The Tov/n of Falmouth secondary school system
is practically Derfect as far ss this report is con-
cerned and needs no recommendations, Fducational,
vocational, civic, and character guidance are all
being properly snd beneficially utilized.
SPECIFIC REG0!v!'v:ENDATI0N3--T0WN OF BARNSTABLE
The Town of Barnstable also has a very fine
school system. The only possible recommendation is
that slightly more emphasis should be placed on
character guidance,
FURTHER KEGOMMENDATIONS
Table 11 on Pnge 115 indicates that all the
Cape schools with the exception of Falmouth and Barn-
stable should make more adequate provisions for
individual differences. Certain schools, namely,
Provincetown, Wellfleet, Chatham, ^nd Orleans need to
become more corscin-ug of the need for guidance.
There is a definite need for more placement and fol-
low-up service, and most important of all, every
school should hgve a definite organized plan of
guidance which is a growing living program.
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TABLE. 11. M'R^APTJPT^MK^T 0^ EAC^ CAPE TOV/N "'ITH
REl^f^REATCE 'T'O CRITERIA SELECTED
IN C"Pr:'* P^ER 3 P; GES 53 ^ 54.
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Guidance B B
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Part-time
and
Summer
Employment C c E E E E E E E E
Group
Guidance
Conferences B B B C D D D D D
Individual
Guidance
Conferences B B C D B C C C C C C
Objective
Testing B B C C C C C C C C C
Accurate,
Cumulative,
Complete
Records A A c D D D XJ u XJ D
Placement
Service
And
Pol low-up C C c D D D D D D
Organized
P^an of
Guidance A A B
1
D
I
C D E E E E E
Library
Facilities B B C C G G C C C G C
Class
Visits to
Industries C C E E E h E E "U E E
Talks by
Business
Men, School
Officials,etc. C C D D D D D D D D D
Visual Aid D D D D D D D D D D D
Health
Program C C C C C C C 3 C C C
A Growing
Living
Guidance
Program A AA B D c D E E E E E
I
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TO TABLE 11.
A Ttieana perfect or nearly perfect
B means good, but room for improvement
C means fair, about the average for the Cap
D means poor, but not entirely lacking
E means absolutely none or practically none
i
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TABLE 12. Summary Of Answers To Questionnaire On
Guidance Sent To ''•'he High School Principals
Of 180 Massachusetts High Schools;-?:- As
Compared To The Eleven High Schools On
Cape Cod.
Mas s
,
Cape
Question Yes No Yes No
I, Have YOU a concrete system
of educational guidance? 159 21 6 5
II. vVho is the guiding agent?
a. Principal 113 67 11
h. Dean 20 160 11
c. Designated teacher 37 143 6 5
d. All teachers 45 135 4 7
III. What data do you keep as
a foundation for the advice
given?
a. Life histor^^ card 63 117 4 7
b. Personnel card 90 90 6 5
c. Intelligence quotient 89 91 4 7
IV. How is guidance given?
a
a. General taUcs to school
as a whole 114 66 9 2
b. Courses in guidance and
vocations 26 154 6 5
c. Group conferences 46 134 6 5
d. ^'ersonal conferences 154 26 11
V. How are guidance efforts
followed up?
a. Successive conferences 109 71 4 7
b. Coordinate attempts on
the part of the faculty
to assist pupils 59 121 4 7
^ Supplied by Mr. A. T. Patty, Principal of the Franklin
High School, and one of the committee appointed by
the state office of education to conduct this survey
in 1929.
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Table 12 reveals that of the 180 high schools
reporting on this qiaestionnaire , 159 have concrete
systems of educational gjiid«nce, f^e princip*=il i<^. the
guidi:;g agent in 113 high schools, and that a majority
of f^e high schools are now working toward a more
specific goal in the guidance field.
On the Cgpe, six of the eleven schools have
concrete systems of guidance. The principal is the
guiding official in every case. The Cape schools
are becoming more conscious of the need for guidance
as some of the larger schools develop their program
S
and lead the way.
The average Gape school is somewhat behind the
average Massachusetts school in the matter of concrete
guidance systems, because only about bb% of the Cape
school? have a concrete guidance system as compared
with 89^^ of the Massachusetts schools. On the other
hand, the Cape schools are far ahead of the Massachusetts
schools because bb% of the Cape schools have definite
courses in guidance and vocations, while only about lb%
of the Massachusetts schools have such courses. Also
the Cape schools are utilizing group conferences and
personal conferences to a much greater extent than
the Massachusetts schools are. While there is much
more guidance needed in the Cape schools, they at
present compare very favorably with Massachusetts
schools as a whole.
J
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NOTE T?ROM AUTHOR
It is sincerely hoped that this report will not
be taken as -unj-ust criticism, but that it will prove
of benefit to all school systems on Cape Cod.
V
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